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.-\ bstract 
Tht! purpose of this study -..vas to determine the reasons why macy ~-emale s~d:!nts 
m th~ :\.·,a! on \u rth r ntegrated School Board were not participating in Physical 
F.du..:ation C')Urses I 100, :100. and 3100 :--.;ine high schools ··.-ere used in the study. with 
.l total poru r ltion of 2079 s-tudents Of that tNal. l 827 students participated. Tile study 
, \,b conducted during the 199>-190~ schooi year . .-\ qut!stionnair~ was administered to 
Physi.::tl Education participants and non-oarticipants This popul::Hion comprised male 
and ft:nuit! srudt!nts. although '10t in equal numbers :\ review of current pertinent 
liter:uure :;uggested ;i number of causes of non-participation by females in high school 
Physi..:al Educ:HtL)n courses. The questior.naire used ~or the present study \\·as d~igned 
1~1 .ts..:eruin the ~igniftcancc! of tht!se ca:Jses. \l.'hich ha\·e been referred to as " themes" for 
the purpose: of this study Eleven such themes were investig;lted. namely. awareness of 
bener~rs . ..:11rriculum. embarrassment. faci!ities/equipment. few role models, hygiene 
factors. pr~·,·icus experience. social factors, teaching methodology. timetable conflir.ts. 
and gender discrimination. 
Based on the means of respcnses for each theme. it was shov.;n that the strongest 
deterrer.ts to enrollment for females \vere hygiene factors, and previous experien·:e in 
Phvsi~.:al Educatiun classes. 
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CH_-\PTER I 
l="TRODFCTIO~ 
Phy~ical Education is that phase of the .:;eneral education program that 
contributt:s, primarily through movement experiences. to the total gra\\1h and 
Jt:\·dopmc:nt of each child (Dauer & Pangrazi . 19S6)_ :\successfu l Physical Education 
prn~r:.1m must meet the demands and interests of the students. and should ieinforce the 
imr\)rtanct.: of enrolling iP- Phy~ical Education courses when enmliment is no longer 
...:ompuhorv Physical educators need to analyze students ' e:xisting attitudes. values and 
h~ha\· iors tn\\Jrd Physical Education. This is necessary in order to enable educarors to 
d«:\i:'t: rrograms which will be based upon student needs and will at the same time meet 
tht.! ohjt.:c!i\ es of the Physical Education pro~ram as put f1) r.vard by the: Department of 
Educatil'fl '"'f \'e\•.foundland and Labrador 
Studying student concerns in Physical Education may alert phys ical educators to 
the need for changes in the current high s.:hool Physical Education program. 
lJ nderstanding student needs and interests is crucial for intluencing titness le,·els and 
p:1rticrpation patterns for all Canadian students. 
Historical Overview 
Prior to I 960. th~re w·ere few organized Physical Education programs in 
~~t:\\founJbnd and !...:~radar. and since that time. Physical Education has undergone 
many chang~s i.1 primary. f!lementary. and secondary schools, and also at the post 
secondary le\·e[_ Durir.g the 1960's ne\\ schools \vere built which included gymn~1si~1 ~\S 
part of th~ physical plant, and Physic1! Educltion pwgrams became esublishcd 
components of the school curriculum. The 1960's saw the tirst curriculum guide 
introduced for Physicai Education in the province ( .-\nnu.:tl Report nf the Department 1.) f 
Education. 1961) In 1963 \femorial University of :'\ewfound!and introduced irs ftr:'t 
degree program in Physical Education to help till the need for special ists {Eastman. 
Hostetter and CarrolL 1991) 
By 1970, many schools had hired Physical Education teachers who taught cbsses 
and provided opportunities for males and females to compete in sports programs During 
the 19iO's. Physical Education programs had advanced tremendously and there \V;ts 
almost total participation in all grades throughout the province ( Higg:>. :\nJerson, Tobi n, 
Lund;-igan. Quick, Drover, Noseworthy, Shelley, & Churchill, 19S7) 
In !9S I . the Department of Education implemented the Reorganized High School 
Program. In the revised program Physical Education WilS changed from a compuls,)ry ta 
an elective subject, and courses for each of the three high school levds were :ievdopeJ 
The province added an extra year of high ::;chool simultaneously \vith tht.! revision of the 
\vhole hi£h school program. Under this system. the three levels (Level I. Level li and 
Level lli) of high school \vhich were introduced corresponded closely ro what were 
previously known as g rades ten and eleven. with the addition of the new grade twd ve . 
There was also a provision for Levd IV, fo r those students who had ~till not achieved all 
the program requirements after thn:e years of srudy (Easunan. Hostetter & Carroll. 
199!) 
Prior to the time of the re-..-·i:;ion. high school in ~e\\foundland and Labrador 
~onsisted of grades nine, [en and ele·:en. .-\ student who \vas successful in each grade 
progressed to the next grad~ the following year. A student \\·ho had not successfuliy 
completed the required courses prescribed for a pdTticular grade usually repeated the 
entire course load for that grJde in the following school year. However. the re"·ised 
program provided that a student who might be unsuccessful in one course would be 
permitted to proceed to the next level \Vhile making up the failed course (Eastman, 
Hostetter & Carro II , 1991 ) 
3 
Currently . throughout the high school program. a student is required to obtain 
th irty-six course credits in order to achieve graduation. These credits are to come from a 
prescribed set of co·..1rses at each of the three levels. Certain core courses, such as 
English. ~lathematics and Sciences. are considered compulsory for all students. while 
there are a number of courses in other areas which are considered electives. It is to this 
electivt: category that Physical Education was assigned in the revised high school 
program. 
The first le\:el course, Physic2.; Education 1100. focuses on the meaning and 
importance of physical fitness and its contribution to health. Students taking this course 
participate in a variety of sports and recreational activities that contribute to personal 
timess ·while also lt-a.·ning ho"" to as~ess t11eir physical timess requirem~nts .. 1nd to plan 
personal fimess programs (Educativn Statistics. l9SS-89). 
The second course, Physical Education 2100. compris~s on~ .:omtmlsory ~nit on 
physical conditioning., and a minimum of tive other activities Th~ major obje-.:ti\ es ~._,f 
this course are: 
To have students develop skills in a variety of phvsical activities that have appeal 
as worthwhile, lifetime physical recreation and sports pursuits. and to have 
students attain a good level of physical titne::>s, as measur~d by the (\.,oper-
Twelve-minute Run (Education Statistics. 1982-1983) 
Along \Vith this endurance test, there 1re tests of muscular endurance such as .-;it-up~ and 
pushups. 
The third course, Physical Education 3100, focus~s on introdu~mg indoor and 
outdoor activities suitable for lifelong participation. The course content comprises a 
physical fitness unit. five physical activity units, and a cognitiv~ unit (Education 
Statistics, 1982-1983 ·i-
In the Reorganized High School Program, Physical Education was included as an 
elective course in a section which also .ncluded religious education. music, art and/or 
performing arts. family studies, and French. :\-Iaking Physical Education courses elective 
appears to undermine the aims of Newfoundland education as outlined in The Aims 0f 
Public Education For Newfoundland and Labrador ( 1984 ). which states "people are 
possess~t4 of physical health, and a kno ... vledge o( and respeCt for. their physical bodies, 
u.s \.,·ell as a desire, and a kno\vledge of how to take care of them and their functions." 
Importance of Physical Activity 
Fitness Canadt1 ( 1990) commissioned a Gallup 1\ational Omnibus Physical 
.-\ctivity Srudy to determine what the ac!ult Canadian population was saying about the 
signiticance of Physical Education in Canada's schools. Highlights of that study 
indicated that 94% of the adult population thought Physical Education in schocls was 
imp'Jrtant, 6 7% thought it very important. Over half (51 . 8~·o) of Canadians felt Physical 
Education was as important or more important than subjects like Math and Re::tding. 
T\venty-nine percent of decided Canadians thought that the Physical Education students 
now rece1ve in schooi was inadequate. 
The importance of Physical Education was conceptualized b;· the researchers of 
the Gallup National Omnibus Physical Activity Study: 
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The importance of Physical Education is as far-reaching as any schooi sub.iect. Ir 
is important in the long-term development of an active and healthy lifestyle but it 
is also extremely beneticial to students while at s~!1ool (Eastman, Hostetter & 
Carroll. 1991, p. 14). 
Research shows that inactive iifestyles can lead to degenerative diseases, lower 
work productivity. and increased health costs. According tc the Physical Education 
Special Interest Council, it is in the best int~rest of our prm.rince to teach young people 
the benefits of physical activity and to provide them with the opportunity for the 
deve!opment of an active lifestyle IBri;;!f to the Royal Com mission on Education m 
:\ev .. foundland and Labrador. 199 [ L 
Enrollment Concerns 
Decli!1ing enrollment patterns are evident in Physical Education c0urses which 
are non-compuisory. Ne\vtoundland statistics for both males and femaks (Hi~gs et al . 
1987) indicated that Physical Education 1100 was taken by S 1° a of the students. \vith 
-+I<;.~ and 3 7~.-;, registered for Physical Education :! l 00 and 3 I 01) respectively 
Hm.vever. as well as declining enrollment the province faces another. more 
disturbing. phenomenon--that of ditTerential enrollment numbers between males and 
females [n the school district that is the subject of this study. the .-\val on NortL 
[ntegrated School Board (A1\1SB). for 1992-1993 enrollment \vas .39 females (l2'~o), 
compared with 138 males (35%) in Physir::1l Education 1100; 59 females ( lS0 o) 
compared to 173 males (43%) in Physicai Education 2100; 77 females (22%) compared 
to 192 males (56%) in Physical Education 3 i Ot) (Newfoundland Educat!onai Statistics. 
1992-1993 ) . 
Perhaps the female enrollment problem iP high schools can be best understood in 
light of a wider view of female participation in athletics both inside and outside of 
school. This view must take into account the \VOrk of organizations devoted to sport and 
fitness. as well as the possible effect of young women's schooling on their participation 
i ' _port in later life_ According to Sopinka ( 1984 ). the exposure to gender-based biases 
which young women experience in r.igh school has a clear intluence on their 
i 
participation in sport and athietics in adult life. Sex-role stereotyping in educational 
materials and methods produ!:es a lasting negative effect on females. There is obviously 
a direct link bet\veen the experiences of high school srudents in Physical Education 
classes and the lifestyles of those same :;tudents as adults. Scpinka suggests that the 
choices which these young people make are influenced as well by the efforts of sport and 
athletic organizations to emphasize the benefits of involvement in physical activity. 
Research suggests that over the last t\\iO decades femzJes have become more 
physically active. This may be directly related to an increasing awareness of health 
benetits derived from a good physical activity prograrr. Young women today are the 
focus of efforts by national groups to encourage their participation in physical activity 
(Dahlgren, 1988). These efforts are evident at the high school level. National 
organizations such as Sport Canada have provided leadership and direction to Canadians 
in an attempt to help women gain access to a male dominated sports \VOrld. ln 1974, for 
example, the first National Conference on Women and Sports was sponsored in Toronto 
(Dahlgren 1988). In 1980, a second conference was held in Toronto, which provided 
guidelines for \vomen in sport. These meetings were crucial milestones in the formation 
of the Canadian Association for the Advancement of Women and Sport (CAA \VS) in 
1981 and for the establishment of the Women's Program of Fitness and Amateur Sport in 
1982. Fitness Canada also completed a task force report on Young Females and Physical 
Activity which was the foundation for greater endeavors towards involving women in 
sport (Dahlgren, 1988). Further support for the position of females in sport was provided 
by Talbot (1989), in the Canadian Ass•.Jciation of Physical Health Education :md 
Recreation Journal which focused on women in sports in Canada. 
s 
People tend to accept without question that males are bener at sport than females 
because they are stronger, faster. and tougher (Bryson. 1987) Physi(al activity is the! 
accepteu norm for the healthy young male. v•hereas females are perceived as inactivt!. 
\veak, quiet, and helpless (Dahlgren. 1988). Society has developed sex-role stereotypes. 
narrowly defining roles for males and females in our society. The existence of sex-rok 
stereotyping in many educational materials and methods perpetuates the traditional 
attitudes governing male and female behavior, placing many obstacles in the path to self-
actualization for females (Sopinka, 1984 ). 
The learning environment should provide the opportunities necessary for the 
achievement of the goals of education. Students should be able to see men and women in 
a variety of roles, exhibiting a "vide rangt> of human behavior, abilities and emotions 
Materials and methods in our schools should !"eflect a society in which men and women 
have made, and are making, a variety of contributions based on their human attributes 
The achievements of women in sport have historically been ignored in both 
learning materials and the curriculum, promoting a situation where there an: too few 
female sport role models. It has been suggested that the lack of female role models has 
led many potential female Physical Education students to assume that the <:ombination of 
femaleness and achievement in non-traditional activity areas is unnatural (Sopinka, 
1984). Because of the prevalence of this idea and the very strong need that young people 
have for a st!nse of belonging, it would appear that many female Physical Education 
students have been deterred from striving to develop their full physicality. 
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There are many factors w·hich are known to influence participation in physical 
activity, including: location, economic statt...LS, ethnic origin, religious and cultural beliefs. 
:\(any people, because of their economic status, could not atTord such things as modem 
sporting equipment oc money to travel to sporting events. Consequently, participation 
became a function of socio-economic starus and many were unable to take part in 
structured physical activity programs (Sopinka, 1984). 
i\(any females are not as concerned with physical activity outcomes as they are 
\Vith the choices that are offered to them (Sopinka, 1984 ) . Females need to be presented 
with many different possibilities to enable them to choose something suited to the effort 
they can give, and to the goals which they may be able to achieve. From a 
;\:c!\vfoundland perspective, it is important to realize that there appear to be many more 
inter-school competitions in high schools for males than for females . 
When females enter school, they lack the basic skills needed to feel comfortable 
taking part in physical activities with their male counterparts (Winther. 1983 ). 
Consequently, they do not engage in as many physical activities as males, and do not 
develop their skills to the same degree. This lack of activity results in lo·.v confidence 
levels and as a result females fall further behind. They are therefore less likely to engage 
in physical activities as they get older (Butcher and Hall, 1983 ). Lens!...-yj ( 1986) 
contended that social restrictions imposed on females· physical J.ctivities were :.1 major 
factor in keeping their performance belo\v that of males. 
Research suggests another reason for fewer female participants than male i~ thJt 
most activities are directed at encouraging male participation (Sopinka. !9S-H There J.re 
many instances in which males go to sports facilities where coaches or instructors plav 
games that were designed by males for male participation. This is probably as tme in 
Newfoundland as it is elsewhere. There appear to be more activities offered to males 
than to females at the high school level. Consequently, females are placed at a 
disadvantage as they have fewer opportunities to partidpate, are unablt: to develop proper 
skills, and are unable to attain the same competence levels as malt's. Another potential 
intluence for lower female enrollment in Physical Education could be the low number of 
female Physical Education teachers in Newfoundland. ln 1986. females comprised 25'!·o 
of the tota! Physical Education teacher population. Female Physical Education teachers 
were in a majority only from Kindergarten to grade three and the profession became 
more male-dominated as the grade level increased (H:ggs et al.. 1987). 
A number of research studies (Sopinka, 1984: Higgs, et al, 1987) have suggested 
that a discrepancy exists between male and female participation in Physical Education. 
Higgs et aL ( 1987) reported that this discrepancy also exists in Newfoundland schools. 
Therefore, it was important to conduct a research project which identifies the issues 
affecting female participation in Physical Education. It is hoped that this study wi!l 
pro·:ide data and information that may provide insight, and from this, initiatives and 
strategies may be developed that '"ill enable women to participate equaily ""ith men. 
Statement of the Problem 
ll 
Since the revision of the High School Program in Education. there has been a 
\.vide discrepancy between the numbers of females and males enrolted in Physical 
Education classes. This study investigated the concerns of femaies \vith respect to high 
school Physical Education programs, and the reasons why females do not €::roll in these 
classes to the same t!X:tent as males. 
Rationale for the Study 
1'vfinim,ll research has been conducted on the reasons females do not tJanicipate in 
larger numbers in Physical Education. In Ne\'.{oundland and Labrador in 1989 there 
were nearly twice a..; many males as females participating in Physical Education classes 
in the three courses offered (Education Statistics. 1988-1989). As females represent a 
higher percent:~ge of the student population than males, it should be of interest to 
teachers, principals. and administrators to identify reasons for this lower participation. 
Research Questions 
The main question this study addressed was why fe\ver females than males 
enrolled in optional high school Physical Education classes in the Avalon North 
Integrated school district Specitically the 5tudy investigated the follo\ving questions: 
1. Are teaching methodologies a consideration for females deciding whether 
or not to participate in Physical Education? 
., 
3. 
Does the lack of female ro i~ modds discourage female enrollment·~ 
Are hygiene factors related to female· s deci5ion~ to participate'' 
I:! 
Are social factors such as sex-role s1~eotyping and peer group intluences 
related to females. decision to rarticipat~ ..  
5. Are previo!.lS Physical Education experiences related to females· 
participation., 
6. Does the curriculum meet the net!ds and interests of females'' 
7. Are class scheduling cont1icts a deterrent to participation of 
female:>'J 
8. Is a lack of awareness of Physical Education b~ndits rdated to 
non-participation by females., 
9. Does embarrassment due to their body image, phvsical condition or lack 
of basic skills affect females· participation'' 
10. Is the lack of suitable equipment and:'or facilities rdatcd to females' 
decision to participate in Physical Education" 
11 . Are females deterred by the notion that ferr.alcs are treated differentl y 
than males in Physical Education classes" 
Delimitation of the Study 
The follmving constitutes the delimitation for this s.tudy: 
I . This study was delimi•ed to an investigation of 1993-1994 Levets l, II 
and HI students ( m:lles and females) in the A val on North Integrated 
School Board. 
Limitations 
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Any conclusions or recommendations arising from the resuits of this study 
must bt! considered \vith regard to the following limitations : 
I. 
3. 
Students may not have tilled out the questionnaire truthfully. 
Some questionnaires were not tilled out completely. 
This study was dependent on the return of completed questionnaires from 
nine schools in the Avalon ~orth Integrated School Board. 
4. In order to conduct this study, the cooperation of the school board, 
schools. teachers. and students was required. 
5. There was not the same number of males and females taking pan in the 
questionnaire. 
6 The results can only be generalized to the Avalon North Integrated School 
Board area. 
7. With rare exceptions, the students were of homogeneous ethnicity and 
socio-economic status 
CHAPTER li 
RE\ lEW OF REL-\ TED LITERATURE A~D RESE.-\RCH 
Introduction 
Physical Education is included i:1 the school curriculum because of its 
contribution to the development of the "whole child" . The general goals of ~ducat ion 
suggest that those \vho have achieved their fullest and best development as individuals 
are those who, to the best of their ability. are possessed of physical health. and a 
kno\v[edge of, and respect for, their physical bodies, as well as a desire, and a knowledge 
of how to care for them (Ne\"foundland and Labrador Annual Report, !9S:l-1984) Th~ 
goal of Physical Education is to educate the student "through the physical" and to 
develop students' skill and understanding so that they may experience a more enjoyabic 
quality of life (Alberta Education, l9SS: ~hnitoba Department of Education, 1981) 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the concems of fcmaies with respect 
to high school Physical Education programs. and the reasons why females do not enroll 
in these classes to the same extent as males. Since the revision of the High School 
Program in Education there has been a wide discrepancy between the numbers of females 
and males enrolled in Physical Education classes. The review of the literature is divided 
into l 0 parts to reflect these concerns and is focused on the areas of: attitudes of students 
towards Physical Education; socialization factors; sex-role stereotyping; the intluence of 
teachers, family, peers, and significant others; perceived competence and personal 
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anributes; teaching and scheduling of programs; reasons for non-sele~tion of high school 
Physical Education courses; student likes and dislikes; Physicai Education program 
support; and suggested program changes. 
Anitudes Towotrds Ph)·sical Education 
Historically, Physical Educaticn attitude inventories have revealed generally 
positive attitudes towards Physical Education. One widely used instrument for 
measuring student attitudes, the Wear Inventory ('Year, 1950. 1951. 1955), \Vas 
administered to student populations ranging from grades 8 to 12 (Hojjati, 1980; Williams 
&. Nelson, 1983; Williams & O'Neil. 1983; Poitras, 1984) The statements contained in 
the Wear Attitude Inventories assessed the subject's attitudes toward Physical Education 
Jnc! referred to the perceived values and objectives of Physical Education. The resu!ts 
showed that overall students expressed generally positive attitudes towards the 
importance of Physical Education. 
In 1987. the Carleton Board of Education noticed a decrease in female enrollment 
in Physical Education programs between grades 7 and I 0 (Carleton Board of Education. 
1987). The board was concerned that this negative trend might continue until few 
females were participating and benetiting from Physical Education classes. A survey 
conducted by the board concluded that there were only three major differences between 
female and male activity preferences. Firstly, males preferred "ball" sports more so than 
females. Secondly. ti!male and male preferences seemed to ditTer when it came to 
physical activity. For example. males preferred game sports such as hockey and f0otball, 
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while females preferred jazz and aerobic dance. Thirdly. both males and fem::tles 
indicated that a major reason for not participating in Physical Education was because 
there \Vas "no room in the timetable." Ironically, the survey revealed that students valued 
Physical Education in their overall education program. 
In a similar study, Crossman ( 19S8), examined the sport choices of 807 females 
attending high school in Northwestern Ontario and their reasons for not panicipating in 
Physical Education classes. The tindings revealed that girls participated in unorganized 
sport signiti.cantly more than organized sport. The three most mentioned reasons for not 
participating in both organized and unorganized sports \vere other interests, lack of time. 
and no interest. 
Browne's (1992) study of Year 12 females in Western Australia found that 
enrollment decreased from 44% to 37'% during the years 1984 to 1988. The study 
wanted to ascertain why females did or did not select Physical Education. Reasons given 
for selecting Physical Education included enjoyment of physical activity, fitness, 
enjoyment of learning new skills, enjoyment of the sports offered, and positive self-
concept pertaining to Physical Education. The most important reasons given by females 
for not selecting Physical Education were that other subjects were more important to 
their career plans. that they could not tit it into their timetab I e. that they obtained enough 
exercise out of school, and that there was too much competitive activity within the 
Physical Education classes. 
[/ 
Socialization 
Throughout the history of western society, fereaie roles ha\·e been restricted 
compared to those of males. Historically, \vomen were restricted to ro!es closely linked 
ro family life, such as rearing and educating children. voluntet-r services, and running the 
home (Cairns and Williams. 1986) The lives of men involved more public activities, 
such as participating in local government. Often, guidelines on the conduct of males and 
females put fonh by socializing institutions such as schools and churches were used to 
make peopk a\vare of gender role expectations. Females \vere thus restricted by 
society '::; expectations of stereotypical behaviour and this '.vas. and is, ditftcult for them 
to change. It has only been during the last few decades that society's views of\vomen 
have changed and that women have slowly changed how they view themselves. As a 
rt:sult of education programs, women have been able to raise their consciousness 
concerning their right to be vital, confident. and forceful. Women J.n: recognizing that 
thev also have the right to equality with men in sports - equal access, opportunities, 
money, and f:Icilities (Jones, 1988). 
Women have made many strides in the process of change but change comes 
:: lowly. Hall and Richardson ( 1982), indicated that young females are subjected to age-
old expectations, attitudes, and inequalities They concluded that sex differences in 
sports, in tht. areas of performance, participation and enjoyment. can be linked to cultural 
factors. rather than physiological factors .;uch as size and strength. They further 
concluded that female socialization teaches women to be neat, tidy, quiet and inactive, 
and not to take pan in athletic pursuits that leave them sweaty and dirty Del Rey and 
Sheppard (I 987) concurred by stating that. althoug!t increasing number~ of w0men :>re 
becoming active in s~orts. traditional attitudes towards \Vumen's participation in sports 
stilt appear to remain intact. Sports have been traditionally \·iewed as a m:lSculine 
activity so women \\ihO participute tt!nd to be vie\\led eitht!r as masculint! in the physical 
sense (Rohrhough. 1979) or as homost!xual (Del Rey. 1977). In comparison. 
participation en the part of men has been viewed as extremely desirable and socially 
acceptable (Rohrhough. 1979). 
I~ 
The issue of gender-associated traits has bP.en studied by Kan~ ( 1973), who stated 
that athletic ability CC'rrelates positively with such traits as aggression, dominance. drr•e. 
tough-mindedness, confidence, lack of anxiety, and emotional stability . These attributes 
directly contradict society's expectations of females and many of these altributes threaten 
the female sense of identity. Often tt!males resolve this conflict by adhering to the 
traditional paradigms of feminine behaviors. Dahlgren ( 1988) summed up the situation 
when she stated: 
The important fact is that many outside influences can profoundiy affect the 
awareness of the female by instilling a pre-conceived notion that she is not very 
capable of succeeding at physical activity; that many forms of physical activity 
are inappropriate for her, and that competence in physical activity is not as 
important for her as it is for male peers. Thus, from an early age, females oftt:n 
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faii to develop their physical potential because the:- conform to the gender-
specific sex-role standards, they are nor even a\vare of their own potential (p. 7). 
Shaver ( 1974) examined male-female role perceptions of 250 junior nigh school 
stuJents to see if social conditioning could be nullified by participation in a r.on-
discriminatory, co-educational Physical Education program in the area of a:hletics. 
Shaver fo,md social perception changed in the males who no longer viewed females as 
helpless, \veak, and inactive. Females also viewed males differently because males did 
not appear to be as aggressive and dominant as the females expected. Shaver also 
concluded that home and family environment \Vas the strongest conditioning factor in the 
early years and the most difficult to alter. 
Gret:ndorfer and Ll!wko ( 197S) found similar results in a study of 300 female 
college students that examined socialization factors Their results indicated that during 
cl,ildhood (ages 5-12) family and peers were the most signiticant indicato:-s of active 
participation. Family intluence diminished as the children became elder. Supporting 
this conclusion. Hall and Richardson· s ( 1982) study of the socialization of children 
towards athletics in 50 families indicated that parental attitudes about the value of 
athletics affected their children. If the parents valued athletics, then their children tended 
to participate. Snyder and Spreitzer ( 1978) compared the socialization of adolescent 
female athletes and musicians. The tindings showed a clear relationship between 
selective parental encouragement and participation in these t\vo extracurricular acti·1ities. 
Rhein gold and Cook ( 1975) studied the contents of 96 children· s rooms as 
indicators of parental behavior. They suggested that differences in boys· and girls· 
behavior may be attributed to the way parents behaved toward them. Boys were 
encouraged to play \Vith more complex. active. toys at an early age while females were 
encouraged to play with more simple toys such as dolls. Boys played vigorously, \vhile 
girls played passively. Bims (1976) indicated that males were encouraged to participate 
in sports ttecause of rote models. Hcw;ever. there are few role models for females and 
consequently few participate in sports. Bims also stated that appropriate and 
inappropriate behaviour based on gender \vas primarily the result of parental and 
environmental child rearing practices and \vas not innate. 
Kenyon and l\lcPherson ( 1973) established that regardless of how great the 
female· s innate ability, unfavorable socialization factors deterred her participation Five 
such socic:lization factors were, intrinsic enjoyment, extrinsic rewards, stigma, loss of 
status, and sentiment associated \Vith sports. The researchers reported that every female 
who assumed a sports role must fully realize that she would encounter contlict in her 
attempt to become an athlete. Female athletes tended to be more assertive, dominant, 
self-sufficient, intelligent, reserved, achievement-oriented, and in greater control of their 
emotions (Greendorfer, 1977). 
In a study of administrative support, Franklin ( 1978) indicated that support given 
to physical educators by administrators depended upon the administrators' philosophies, 
knowledge, and attitudes toward Physical Education. A similar relationship to that which 
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exists between administrator and instructor can be said to exist benveen family on the 
one hand and a Physical Education student on the other. In a study of socializing 
influences on athletes. Hall and Richardson ( 1982) found that athletes· peers were more 
likely to be athletic participants and were likely to value their athletic participation. 
Coleman ( 1960) reported that changes were brought about by the influence of significant 
others, amount of freedom, personal decision-making, motivation, new experiences. and 
work outside the home. Greendorfer ( 1977) indicated that most females at the beginning 
of high school were attracted to activities \Vith peers rather than with family. At this 
time, peer socialization pressures were probably strongest in helping to free adolescents 
from parental restrictions. The peer-group enforced conformity of its members to its 
detinition of age-appropriate activities. The changes in parent-child interaction in the 
course of socialization reflected both the child's maturation and the nature of her role 
involvement outside the family. Children may have felt that their parents had less time 
available for them than they previously did, while at the same time parents felt that their 
children were rejecting them {Clausen, 1968). 
The literature indicated that males and females are socialized to view competition 
and physical activity from different perspectives. Studies have sho•.vn that females value 
health-related fitness and socially-oriented outcomes more highly than males (Kisabeth, 
1986: Earl & Stennett, 1987). Health-related fitness refers to attractiveness, body image, 
joy of movement, weight control, and circulatory-respiratory efficiency. Males valued 
skill development and competition more highly than females (Semotiuk, 1967~ Asquith. 
197 I). Although females accepted competition, they desired less emphasis on 
competition in their classes (Earl & Stennett, 1987). Their findings also indicated that 
males and females differed in their preferred movement purposes and they suggest that 
this has implications for program development. 
Sex-Role Stereotyping 
Sex-role stereotyping is a prevalent factor in today's \Vorld. They examined sex 
role stereotyping and found Physical Education classes were often separated by gender 
and that females were discriminated against in co-educational classes. They determined 
that throughout society men were differentiated from women. and that the results of this 
stereotyping were quite evident in the participation of fema!es in sports. They also found 
that the budgets for sports were not shared equally between males and females, with 
males generally getting the larger share (Hall & Richardson, 1982). 
Females participating in sport have to overcome many obstacles. Historically, 
men developed and organized sports from a male perspective. Probably the biggest 
obstacle that women had to overcome was society's concern that women might endanger 
their reproductive system and thus put the survival of the human race in danger (Kidd, 
1983). As recently as 1986, Lenskyj (1986) found that Canadian women's experiences 
in sport and physical activity had not been fully investigated even at the level of 
descriptive or documentary history. According to Lenskyj , sport-related aspects of 
women's health and fitness have generally been neglected. The ways in which male 
power and privilege have historically been entrenched, through male sporting practice, 
and the related links between sport and femininityimasculinity have not been fully 
examined (Lenskyj, 1986). 
In recent years, physical educators have become aware of sex-role stereotyping. 
Birns ( 1976) indicated that, while adult sex roles derive from innate differences between 
malt:s and females which can be measured during the infancy period, further socialization 
for sex roles occurs through physical activity. Birns asserted that although one cannot 
state absolutely that behavioral sex differences are not present at birth, the majority of 
studies suggested that they are not. Although future research may uncover important 
biological factors, the present data give more than sufficient evidence that environmental 
shaping of sex differentiated behavior exists. Montemayor ( 1974) indicated that 
attaching a sex-type label to a gan1e can influence both performance in, and attraction to, 
the game. 
lt has been suggested that traditional attitudes toward the role of women in 
society may be linked to lower expectations for performance in non-traditionai activities 
and the resultant negative attitudes of females toward activity and their reduced self-
contidence in activity situations. A further suggestion was that co-educational classes 
may indeed cause more stereotypical attitudes (Duquin, 1975). It is important to realize 
that educators were not suggesting single-sex Physical Education classes, according to 
Duquin, but rather that additional efforts towards non-sexist education may be needed to 
reduce stereotyping in co-educational situations. 
~-lalumphy ( 1971) described female athletes as aggressive. frustrated, and 
unfeminine. She stated that people believed that \Vith athletic achievement females lose 
their femininity. Similarly, according to Lenskyj ( 1986), femininity and heterosexuality 
are seen as incompatible .. ,rith sporting excellence. The rapidly increasing opporrunities 
for females in sports may make the problem of role contlict among female athletes one of 
merely historical interest. It will exist only as long as society supports the stereotype of 
female role-appropriate behavior which is in conflict \Vith the requirements of sports 
participation (Lenskyj, 1986). 
Basow and Spinner (1984) found female and male athletes were not differentially 
evaluated as a function of the sex stereotyping of their sport nor \vere t't~male athletes 
valued more negatively than males overall. They found that college students appeared to 
have a generally favorable attitude towards college athletes of both sexes irrespective of 
the sex-appropriateness of sports. Their most significant finding was that society itself 
still had a long way to go to eliminate sex-stereotyping from sports. They stated that 
more money and equipment for women athletes, more support and encouragement to 
overcome existing stereotyping, and more media attention for women's events would 
benefit everyone. 
The ideology of sport as a male domain is reinforced through differential media 
coverage (Courtney & Whipple, I 978). The media treats females differently from males. 
The media may have an effect on female participation in sport and physical activity in 
that they stressed which activities were appropriate for females and which were not 
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(Dahlgren. 1988). Dahlgren found that the media printed very fe"v female-focused 
articles and when they did. they were short and were seldom front-page news. Females 
received only 10% of sports coverage. Dahlgren suggests that \'<ith the media's attention 
focused on male achievement, females may be discouraged from participatin~ 
Marovelli and Crawford (1987) e.xamined the relationships between the athletes 
with whom high school students most identified, and the media coverage of male and 
female sports. They found that young female athletes identified with a greater number 
and variety of professional male athletes than professional female athletes. They also 
suggested that lack of media coverage of females in sport has left females with few same-
sex role models to emulate. as compared to those offered to males. 
The Influence of Teachers, Family, Peers and Significant Others 
Weiss and Knoppers ( 1982) suggested that three social systems - peers, teachers 
and coaches, and parents - exerted collective influence or: sport participation in 
childhood, with decreasing influence during adolescent years. Teachers' personal 
qualities and their classroom practices influenced student perceptions and enjoyment of 
Physical Education. Rice ( 1988), in a study of student likes and dislikes about their 
teachers, found that 70% of the students liked Physical Education because they liked the 
teacher. He noted that the teachers who were friendly, easy to talk to, took a personal 
interest in the students, had a good knowledge of the subject matter and possessed a sense 
of humor were viewed positively by the students. Additional positive teacher qualities 
included the ability to generate enthusiasm for learning and to convey a positive attitude 
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about teaching (Csikszentmihalyi & McCormack 1986). They did however note that the 
positive qualities of teachers \vere sometimes vie\ved negati.,;ely by students because they 
were perceived as being present only to encourage the students to like the teacher. They 
stressed that when the teacher was effecti\·e in gaining the students· :-espect. the students 
not only liked the teacher a.,d the class. but enjoyed the subject matter as well. Teachers 
who did net allow the class to plan activities, directed negative remarks towards the 
students, showed favoritism toward more highly skilled students, and did not participate 
in the activities along with the students, were generally disliked. 
Snyder and Spreitzer ( 1973) examined the role family encouragement played in 
sports involvement Using 5 l 0 subjects ranging in age from six to fifteen, they found 
that parental involvement decreased as the chi!d increased in age. For children of both 
sexes, parental interest in sports showed a consistent positive relationship to sport 
involvement This study also looked at the influence of the encouragement of family, 
peers, teachers and coaches upon adolescent female participation in high school sports 
The findings indicated that there was a significant difference in interest in sport between 
parents of athletes and parents of non-athletes Snyder and Spreitzer discovered that 
same-sex parents had greater influence on children's sport involvement than did 
opposite-sex parents. McEvoy (1983), in a similar study, reached the same conclusion. 
He examined sarne-5ex as well as cross-sex parent/child relationships to see whether they 
affected the children's sports involvement. His findings revealed that parents passed on 
their own sex-role socialization attitudes to their same-sex children. This study also 
found that parents offered economic and emotional support. were seen as role models, 
and provided opportunities to interact within a social environment. They were more 
likely to tal.;:e their children to sport venues and practice sessions, and to encourage 
children to interact positively with other participants. 
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Snyder and Spreitzer ( 1977) studied female involvement in sports. They 
examined the relationships between participation and familial factors; the encouragement 
of peers, teachers and coaches towards female participation in sports; the social-
psychological variable of perceived femininity; and self-report of athletic ability and 
body image. Findings indicated that socialization into sports began in childhood and 
continued into high school with considerable encouragement from significant others. 
Female basketball p(ayers reported less encouragement and tended to regard themselves 
as less feminine than other athletes. Athletes had higher self-perceptions of athletic 
ability than did non-athletes and athletes' perceptions of their body image were generally 
more positive than those of non-athletes. 
Brooks, Chansonneuve, and Cooper ( 1986) investigated why there were so few 
women coaches. Their findings contirmed that male coaches outnumbered female 
coaches. Men coached female teams even when women were available. probably 
because they were more experienced and were perceived as better for the job. Also, male 
coaches had superior training facilities to those available to women. They also found 
that women did not have the time necessary for training purposes, attributing this to their 
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multiple social roles. The authors reported that many women sa\v fitness and recreation 
as important goals, in addition to prowess in sports. 
Hall and Richardson ( 1982) surveyed academic \VOmen in Physical Education 
faculties. Their findings showed that a total of 23% of all professors were female, with 
most concentrated at the rank of assistant professor. Over half held master's degrees 
while only 19% held doctorates. Their findings sho\ved that, as in other areas of sport, 
there is a serious shortage of role models and mentors for female students and academics. 
They suggested that the lack of female coaches and female Physical Education teachers 
may be a reason for non-participation by female students. Because a female coach or 
female Physical Education teacher may understand the physiological, psychological, and 
social make-up of females better than males, the female student may confide in them. 
The researchers indicated that parents and other authority figures stressed academic 
achievement for females, resulting in Physical Education being dropped in favor of 
academic classes. 
Underwood ( 1987}, in a study of English schools, found the Physical Education 
teacher to be the major figure in learning about spm l . He indicated that the teacher 
should decide on objectives, organize the most efficient methods to ensure optimal 
learning, and observe students. Also, Underwood noted a significant difference in the 
way male and female coaches approached their teams. For example, female coaches 
used more managerial cues than did male coaches. Underwood indicated that co-
educational teams were likely to be coached by males. These trends and the possibility 
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that more males than females \VOuld be hired if and when vacancies occurred, contributed 
ro female non-participation. 
Perceived Competence and Personal Attributes 
In a longitudinal study conducted for the Aiberta Department of Education. 
Butcher and Hall ( 1983) studied whether adolescent female participation in physical 
activity changes with age. They also attempted to detennine the reasons \vhy women 
participated in physical activity. The researchers concluded that satisfaction \vith 
Physical Education declined as female students reached junior high school. Release of 
tension became more important \vhile competition became less important. During the 
tive years of the study. the self-image of the female athletes declined. Yearly decline 
was also seen for the socialization variables: (a) father's and mother's socialization 
intluence; (b) encouragement, support and examples from signiticant others; and (c) 
socialization variables and socio-economic status, \'thich separated participants and non-
participants in community-organized activities. 
i\.laclntosh. King, and Greenham { 1978) conducted a study on participation in 
Physical Education in Eastern Ontario schools. They found that young people who 
elected not to take Physical Education in grade 9 did so because they did not want to put 
themselves in an environment where their perceived physical incompetence was exposed 
and compared to more skillful peers. Even though they had decided not to take Physical 
Education the young people general!y expressed positive attitudes toward physical 
activity and Physical Education. and reported that sports were an important aspect of 
their school and communitv iife. 
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Research by Butcher ( 1976) and Macintosh ( 1979a) :nvestigated the reasons why 
students selected or did not select Physical Education. Butcher's study of grade l 0, 11, 
and 12 females revealed that non-selectors gave the follO\.ving reasons: a lack of 
confidence in their physical ability: an un\villingness to exert the necessary effort to 
achieve the benefits of Physical Education, a preference for unorganized noncompetitive 
physical activity; and a dislike for certain aspects of Physical Education classes. Both 
studies reflected the importance of student self-perceptions and their own physical 
abilities as determinants of their level of competence to take part in Physical Education 
classes. However, non selectors still expressed a positive attitude toward the value of 
Physical Education. Their comments indicated acceptance of the commonly held values 
of Physical Education, even though their experiences, preferences or aptitudes may have 
influenced them not to select non-compulsory Physical Education. 
Butcher (I 983) studied the participation of 66 I girls from grades six to ten. Her 
findings indicated that perceived athletic ability was closely related to participation. It 
appeared that satisfaction and confidence in movement activities were prime 
prerequisites for female participation in physical activity. Puberty was also found to be a 
traumatic time of physical, emotional, and social changes. As Butcher asserted, young 
females may not be \villing to submit themselves to activities in which they feel 
incompetent. 
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In a classic early study of attitu~es of females, Anderson ( 1934) studied 800 girls 
from grades 10, 11, and 12. The ;;tudy investigated the attitudes anJ interests of high 
school females in certain Physical Education activitie:)_ The r~..~ults indi~ated that most 
females were motivated and wanted to panicipa~e after seeing " good performance. They 
also liked to participate in vigorous activitie;;, \Vork out. and keep in good physical 
condition. Anderson conduried that femaies' ai:titudes towa.-ds Physical Education 
intluer.ce their success in it Accc,rding to Anderson, three factors that contributed to 
success \Vere: (a) motor ability, (b) attitudes towards Physical Education, and (c) 
intelligence. In a similar vein, Carr ( 1945) also concluded that students· attitudes should 
be made known to teachers so that obstacles to learning can be removed. 
Butcr.er ( 1980) studied students for five consecutive years. and differences were 
reported in athletic participation among students. For inter-school teams, personal 
attributes correlated most highly with participai:ion. Inter-school participants in grade 10 
were extremely satisfied with their sport skills. During the five years, it was reported 
that only 33% failed .. :>participate on school teams. Also, on!y 2~1o participated every 
single year, suggesting that school teams changed substantially from year to year. The 
researchers also concluded that the average physical activity of adolescent females 
declined from grades 6-10. There was considerable fluctuation from year to year. The 
n:.'Jst influential personal attributes were: movement satisfaction, especially satisfaction 
w·lt~t sport ability; preference for activity over non-activity; and independent, assertive, 
self-descriptions. 
Females have traditionally been led to believe that they are physically "··eak. 
inactive, helpless and not capable of being competitive (Dahlgren. 1988). This 
influences some females throughout life, particularly in the1r choice of \vhether or not to 
take pan in phjsica! activity. Dahlgren felt r.hat many females had been encouraged to 
believe they could not succeed in physical activities and that sport participation \vas 
inappropriate. A perceived conflict theoretically exists between sport and femininity 
(Lenskyj, 1986). According to her. one of the significant reasons why females did not 
participate was because they felt sport was unfeminine. :\s a result, females tended to 
grow out of sports at puberty as they matured physically and their body fat increased. 
They also tended to be concerned about menstruation. 
Lenskyj ( 1986) also studied how females developed confidence in their bodies. 
She stated that such confidence and abilities could be developed by female participation 
in contact sports like football, soccer and hockey. This could be followed by instruction 
in self-defense techniques such as those given in martial arts. This would bt! of particular 
help in defending themselves, especially from sexual attacks. 
Nicholson and Snyder ( 1979) studied young female participants and their self-
perceptions. They reported that self-perceived characteristics of ambition, competition. 
strength, and speed were more evident among participants than non-participants. On the 
other hand, there were no significant differences between participants and non-
participants concerning characteris~ics such as happiness, affection, femininity. 
sensitivity, gentleness. and attractiveness Snyder and Kivlin ( 1975) looked at collegiate 
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female athletes and non-athletes on measures of self-reported psychologicalv.reU-being 
and body image Their findings sho·.ved that athletes have more positive se!f-perceptions 
than non-athletes. 
Earl and Stennett ( 1983) completed a surv·ey of srudent animdes towards Physical 
and Health Education in London Secondary schools. The main objectiv~s of the study 
were to look at declining enrollment in Physical and Health Education classes and to try 
to improve on the programs that were offered. The survey sho\ved that as students 
increased in age. male and female participation in Physical and Health Education 
decreased significantly. Some females responded that they would choose to take 
Physical Education if teachers said things that would increase the!r self-esteem. Related 
tindings by Earl and Stennett in the same study revealed that females '.vere mort: likely 
than males to describe themselves as oven.veight and that a female ' s sense of self and her 
perceived competence were a function of the way significant others in her life, such as 
peers, teachers, coaches and family, viewed her. They believed the vie\vS of the 
signiticant other's ultima~~ly affected participation in sport and physical activity. The 
study found that another contributing factor in female non-participation was the manner 
in which courses were taught and scheduled. Timetabling was found to be a true 
inhibitor to participation, and students were sensitive to the content of courses offered. 
The Teaching and Scheduling of Programs 
In 1985-86, the Ottawa Beard of Education (Campbell & Zacour. l 986) 
expressed a concern about the declining enrollment of females in Physical Education and 
the interests and feelinl!S of adolescents tO\vard Phvsical Education. Thev conducted a 
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survey of grade 9 and lO female students to determine their preferences for and attitudes 
toward selected activities in physical and health education programs. Their tindings 
shO\ved that 55% of females \vho were planning to continue with the physical a td health 
education programs were satisfied with the existing syllabus. They indicated that they 
\vould like to see more variety incorporated into the curriculum with activities such ;L" 
dance, Wt!ight programs, racquet sports and slim-and-trim programs. Females who were 
not participating in the physical and health education program in grade I 0, listed the 
following reasons: timetable clash; did not have any interest in the subject; and disliked 
running. :-..rost indicated that more dance programs could possibly entice more females to 
participate. 
The report also concluded that for physical and health programs to improve, 
schuols needed to examine their core programs and make necessary changes. The core 
program should retlect the needs of females and should be based on sound physical and 
health education principles. Furthermore. courses needed to be established that satistied 
both traditional and non-traditional needs. The authors also suggested that new elements 
such as dancing. aerobics, and weight training should be introduced into the Physical 
Education program. The need for a more flexible timetable was also a major tinding of 
the report. This \VOuld allow students to follow either a recreational or traditional path. 
\Vith resf'~c.:t to evaluation. the report suggested that emphasis should be placed on 
participation, effort. and titness, while skill testing be de-emphasized (Campbell & 
Zacour, 1986). 
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Campbell and Zacour concluded that most students took Physical Education 
because they enjoyed it and also because it provided a change from the regular daily 
schedule. Many students felt that academics were the most important part of school, 
while the lack of privacy in Physical Education, and the feeling that students do not learn 
enough skills, were factors which inhibited participation. The authors reported that 
students felt that physical activities which students participated in outside of classes w·ere 
enough. The survey indicated that many females did not participate in Physical 
Education because they disliked competitive and challenging sports, and practicing skills. 
Many students felt that with the exception of wrestling and dance, all other activities 
should be available to all students. Some reasons common to both males and females for 
not caking Physical Education were, lack of interest, lack of importance, and dislike of 
tht: activity (Campbell & Zacour, 1986). 
The Ottawa survey also looked at the reasons for greater male than female 
t:nrollment. Findings indicated that males were more suited to and more interested in the 
activities offered. Reasons females provided for not participating included: not wanting 
to get dirty; more interested in being pretty and popular; and a feeling that certain 
activities made them unfeminine. Sn1dents also stated that time-honored roles, greater 
sports orientation of males, and competition and pressure were reasons that males 
participated more in Physical Education than females (Campbell & Zacour, 1986). 
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According to the survey, females felt that improvements should be made in the 
following areas: (a) adequacy of equipment. (b) qualifications of Physical Education 
instructors, (c) personal help and encouragement, (d) choice of activities. and (e) balance 
between games and sports. They also felt tltness needed to be an important component 
of Physical Education classes. Other things which they deemed important were: more 
female-oriented sports; more extra-curricular activities held during the school day; 
mandatory Physical Education; increased facilities for students with disabilities; and 
reduced competition (Campbell & Zacour. 1986). 
Reasons Fo1· Non-Selection of Physical Education Courses 
Some studies indicated that the reasons given for not enrolling in Physical 
Education changed as students progressed through the grades. l\faclntosh and Albinson 
(1982) followed grade S students from a previous study by i'vfaclntosh ( 1979a) into grade 
11 and found that the reasons for non-selection of Physical Education after grade I I wen: 
in sharp contrast to the reasons in gradeS. In grade 8, the reasons were related to 
displaying physical incompetence, whereas the senior high school students reported that 
their reasons for non-selection of Physical Education were based on the relative 
importance of other courses and other academic related matters. Similarly, results from 
other studies revealed that senior high students listed other courses as being more 
important, and that they did not have room in their timetables for optional courses (Jones 
1988; Gardner, Melmychuck, Joly & Leighton, 1986; Earl & Stennett 1983 ). 
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Some timetabling difficulties are factors over \vhich physical educators have little 
control. Although the majority of the studies revie\ved revealed that students had a 
positive attitude towards the values and benefits of Physical Education, their attitudes did 
not translate into the selection of Physical Education in their timetable. For some 
students, when the timetable choice was between Physical Education and an academic 
course necessary for preparation for entry into post secondary institutions, real choice 
was effectively eliminated. However, when the choice was between Physical Education 
and other non-compulsory options, students, even though they espoused the values and 
benefits of Physical Education, chose other courses of more immediate interest (Keough, 
1962, 1963; Butcher, I 976, 1982; Earl and Stennett, 1987). 
Students' Likes and Dislikes 
The reasons for student likes and dislikes of Physical Education classes varied. 
Research tindings indicated that the reasons given hy some students for liking certain 
aspects of the Physical Education program \vere the same reasons identified by others for 
disliking the program ( Rice, 1988; Stensaasen, 1975; Figley, 1985; Earl & Stennett, 
1987; Butcher, 1982). Figley ( 1985) categorized the reasons for these likes and dislikes 
into 5 broad areas: teacher, curriculum, class atmosphere, peer behavior, and perception 
of self. Responses pertaining to the teacher and curriculum accounted for over 70% of 
both positive and negative responses. The "teacher" category included responses about 
the marking system. the methods of presentation and the teacher's personality. The 
"curriculum" category contained responses that referred to specific activities taught, the 
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amount of time spent on each activity, and examinations. i\.lale and female responses 
differed only in the order of importance, or frequency of responses given to questions of 
likes and dislikes. F!gley's study focused on providing information to physical educators 
about their programs so changes could be made to better meet the needs of students. By 
meeting student needs. Figley asserted. attitudes towards Physical Education could be 
positively affected resulting in a decision to enroll in Physical Education when it \vas no 
longer compulsory. 
Program Support 
In the area of program support, as it applies to the situation in Newfoundland and 
Labrador, research is scanty. The only pertinent information available \vas by Higgs et 
al. ( 1987). They conducted a study of many facets of Physical Education in the province 
including the areas of: school Physical Education; programs for students with special 
needs; facilities and equipment: resource materials: program evaluation: funding: 
intramurals and interscholastics: and the teachers. The report indicated that Physical 
Education \Vas taken by most students from Kindergarten to Gradt: IX. However, tht: 
percentage of students participating in Physical Education decreased from 81 .07% at 
Level I, to 41.32% at Level II and to 37.41% at Level IlL 
With respect to the frequency and the length of classes, the report indicated that 
the number of Physical Education classes per cycle rose relatively consistently from a 
low of I. 7 periods per cycle in kindergarten to a high of 3 . I periods per cycle for Level 
rrr. \Vith advancement through the grades, not only did the number of periods per cycle 
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increase, but there ,_.,.as a corresponding increase in the length of each individual class. In 
kindergarten, it was reported that the a'.terage class was slightly less than 30 minutes in 
length, whilst from grade 7 onwards, almost all classes appeared to be of 40 minutes 
duration. 
The report also examined the venue for Physical Education classes. i\·!ost schools 
indicated that Physical Education was held in a gymnasium, but some indicated places of 
instruction including classrooms, cafeteria, parish halls, community centres or special 
multi-purpose rooms. 
The tindings indicated that the higher the grade, the less equipment and facilities 
were available, especially for non-traditional activities. The study revealed that in Levels 
II and [[{ the problem of lack of equipment and facilities seemed to be the most acute. 
Of 13 sports identified in the curriculum in Level II, only four sports seemed to have the 
necessary equipment. From a survey of Levei III students concerning 25 ditTerent sports, 
it was determined that there appeared tc be adequate equipment for only three of the 
sports mentioned. It was also shown that many of the schools did not have the necessary 
equipment to ensure a quality Physical Education program as prescribed by the 
Department of Education. 
In Newfoundland and Labrador in 1986, teaching Physical Education was 
predominantly a male profession, with almost three quarters (74.5'%) of those teaching 
Physical Education being male. [t \vas also significant to note that in addition to teaching 
Physical Education. the teachers provided considera~le additional programming to the 
schools. 
Suggested Program Changes 
Research by Earl & Stennett ( 1987) involved students \vho were enrolled in 
Physical Education, as well as students who were not. The students not enrolled in 
Physical Education \Vere asked to identify changes they would like to see implemented. 
They suggested the follo\ving changes: otTer a recreational activities course; change the 
marking system by giving priority to the mark allotment for etTort rather than skill; alknv 
students to enroll with students of similar attitude and abilities; and encourage teachers to 
attempt to enhance student self-concept. These recommended changes. identiticd by 
non-selectors of Physical Education, reflected the dissatisfaction with the! students' past 
experiences in Physical Education. Their concerns suggested that present practices in 
high school Physical Education classes did not meet the needs of all high school students, 
resulting in declining enrollments (Earl & Stennett. 19S7). 
Summary 
This review of the literature has examined factors that have intluenced high 
school students' participation in Physical Education. The review of literature identitied 
major findings concerning female non-participation. It revealed that attitudes towards 
Physical Education. socialization factors, sex stereotyping. the teaching and scheduling 
of programs. various reasons for non-selection of Physical Education courses, student 
like and dislike of activities, and. shortcomings in program content, have contributed to 
non-participation by females. Other factors identified were: LIIe intluence of teachers, 
family, peers and significant others; perceived competence and personal attributes; and 
hygiene. 
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CHAPTER lll 
l\IETHODOLOGY 
This study examined the reasons for lo\v enrollment of t'emales in Physical 
Education in the .-\valon North Integrated School District. To :tccomplish this task. a 
questionnaire was designed by the investigator to assess the contribution of 11 themes 
tmvards the participation of females in high school Physical Education courses. 
The sn.tdy W:!:i conducted on one group, by means of observation on a single: 
occasion. The single observation \vas used to discover the factors rhat intluence femaks 
in their decision to enroll or not in Phjsical Education 1100, 2100, or .:H 00 in high 
schools in the .-\valor. ~orth Integrated School Board .-\ se(ond reason was to tind 
possible means of encouraging females to enroll in Physical Education classes :\third 
r;!ason was to compare the tindings betv.;een females and males to discover reasons for 
similarities or differences for enrolling in Physicai Education. The Avalon :\'orth 
Integrated School Board \vas chosen because it is the geographical and prot~ssi~..mal area 
in which the researcher works, and the-refore of particular interest. 
Researcher's Position 
The relationship of research bias and research 0bjectivir.y is of concern to all 
researchers. Having a background in teaching Physical Education, the writer must, and 
did, consider the question of personal bias. Bias or judgmt!nt, eitht!r conscious or 
unconscious, is a factor in many research decisions. from the d10ice of the research 
setting to the methodological design of the research. It is the researcher's role to make 
the various decisions as consciously and as explicitly as possible. 
Population Selection 
Many high school physical educators in the province of Newfoundland and 
Labrador encounter problems of very low female participation in Physical Education 
classes. The researcher felt it would be appropriate to study the school board in which he 
was employed, one of the largest in the province, to see if the same trends existed there. 
The Avalon North Integrated School Board comprises nine schools that offered 
Levels I, II, and III for the 1993- i 994 school year (Education Statistics, 1993-1994). 
Survey participants included 2079 female and male students who were enrolled in the 
Avalon North Integrated School Board schools at Levels I, II, and lii for the years 1993-
1994 (Education Statistics, 1993-1994). This population size \Vas adequate to complete 
an in-depth study into the reasons \vhy females were not enrolling in Physical Education. 
The responses also enabled the researcher to make comparisons bet\veen males and 
females. 
Design of the Questionnaire 
Data collection was by means of a questionnaire (Appendix A). The 
questionnaire was comprised of three sections. Section A asked for information 
concerning the participant's physical attributes, as weli as information on the family 
background as it related to physical activity. Section B investigated the activities 
students preferred in their Physical Education program. Section C concerned itself with 
the participant" s opinions on a number of themes pertaining to Physical Education. 
The design process began with the identification of the problem of low 
enrollment of' females in high school Physical Education courses . . -\. revie\v of the 
literature was conducted, and key areas of concern were identitied. From the resear:h 
studied, ll themes emerged which students might consider in their decision to enroll or 
not to enroll in high school Physical Education. In random order. the themt!S wo!re: 
awareness of benefits; curriculum; embarrassment; facilities and equipment; few role 
models; hygiene factors; previous experience; social factors; teaching methodology; 
timetable conflicts; and gender discrimination. Based on these ll themes. the researcher 
then constructed a questionnaire. 
:\lore specifically. section C of the questionnaire dealt with the following areas 
respectively: (a) awareness of benetits concerned the ievel of student awareness of the 
importance of physical activity in daily iife; (b) curriculum addressed student concerns 
over the content of Physical Education courses iOI.nd its relevance to their lives; 
{c) embarrassment referred to the degree nf embarrassment the student has experienct:d 
in previous and present Physical Education classes; (d) facilities and er1uipment was an 
area concerned with student opinions of the amount. quality and variety of equipment 
available for use, and the facilities in which Physical Education classes were taught; (e) 
few role models represented the question of whether students had been influenced by 
sport figures, either positively or negatively, in their enrollment choices in Physical 
Education; (f) gender discrimination addressed the question of whether the students, maie 
or female, felt they had been subjected to positive or negative gender biases in Physical 
Education classes; (g) hygiene factors referred to the concerns students may have had 
about their personal hygiene in relation to participation in Physical Education classes; (h) 
previous experience dealt with the way in which students felt they had been influenced to 
email or not due to the nature of their previous experiences in Physical Education; (i) 
social factors was the area which investigated whether the student had been intluenced to 
enroll or not due to social factors such as sex-role ~tereotyping, or pressure from peers. 
family or signiticant 0thers; (j) teaching methodology asked whether students had been 
intluenced in their enrollment choices by the teaching methodologies employed by 
previous or present teachers of Physical Education; and (k) timetable conflicts concerned 
itself \vith the question of whether or not timetabling posed a deterrent to enrollment in 
Physical Education. 
The questionnaire was developed as follows : 
l . Questions were based on the II themes identitied in the literature review. 
2. Questions were patterned after those from three Canadian studies (Butcher 
and Hall, 1983; Campbell and Zacour, 1986; Earl and Stennett, 1983). 
3 . Questions were drawn from the author's own Physical Education 
background, which included teaching Physical Education for eight years 
in the Avalon North Integrated School Board. 
The questionnaire v ... ·as divided into three sections. S~tion :-\ .. the demographic 
section, contained questions \Vhich asked aU respondents ro indicate gender. age. grade. 
height, weight~ whether during the current year or in preYious years they \vere enrolled in 
Physical Education I 100, 2100, or 3100; participation in intramurals; participation on 
school teams; and parents' sport background. This section was considered important in 
order to determine grade levels, gender, and physical attributes which could int1uence the 
students' decisions regarding Physical Education. 
Se:tion B listed some activities which students might like to see included in a 
Physical Education program. A list of 32 activities was presented, and respondents were 
asked to rate ho"v mu..:h they would like to have each included in their Physical 
Education program. Responses were ranked on a scale of one to tive; one being "A lot", 
two being "Some", three being, "Cndecided, four, "Not much··. and tive. "Not at all" . 
This section "vas considered to be an important component of the research as it was felt 
that it would indicate the types of activities students would enjoy as part of the Physical 
Education program. This might be a strong determining factor in student decisions. For 
the purpose of comparison, the list of c.: .. tivities was separated by the researcher into three 
groups: the top one-third, which wouid be the most preferred activities, the middle one-
third, and the bottom one-third, representing those activities least preferred. This 
grouping made it e~ier to compare the choices made by students, and to examine 
similarities and differences between the groups. 
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As there were 32 activities presented, each one-third included approximately ten 
activities. It was impossible to divide the thirds precisely since the preferences 
sometimes overlapped and, in some cases, the means were the same for more than one 
activity, resulting in a tic for position. 
In Section C. 55 statements were given to which students were asked to respond 
by choosing from five degrees of agreement using a Likert scale. These statements were 
based on the t.;!even themes identified through the review of the literature, and \vere 
intended to reveal the extent to which each of £he eleven themes influenced participation 
in Physical Education. Choosing "I" indicated strong agreement, "2" meant agreement. 
"3" meant undecided, "4" indicated disagreement, and "5" meant strong disagreement. 
These three sections, taken together and analyzed accordingly, enabled the 
researcher to see any differences between female participants and female non-
participants, and the nature of any such differences. 
Validity 
Validity refers to the ability ')f ·:'.test or instrument to measure v;hat it claims to 
measure (i\Iiller, 1994). Validity was established through a process of repeated 
consultations with various experts during the construction of the inventory. Experts, 
including university professors, gradua~e students in the area of athletics. and a statistics 
expert, contributed to the item set of the questionnaire, thus meeting the criteria of 
content validity. BarrO\v, McGee, and Tritschler ( 1989) describe content-related validity 
as the ·'degree to which the sample of items, tasks, or questions on a test are 
representative of some defined universe or domain of content"' (p. 59). Having the 
experts approve the items for the inventory also met their suggestion that experts should 
be used to define what is to be measured bv the content of the tt::st, scale, or inventorv. 
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Pilot Study 
After developing the instrument, a pilot study \vas initiated in order to assess the! 
questionnaire' s ease of comprehension by the students and to measure its reliability. 
Reliability refers to the similarity of results provided by independent but comparable 
measures of the same object, trait. or construct (Baumgartner and Jackson, 1991 ). One 
of the more popular ways of establishing the reliability of an instrument is to measure the 
same object or individual at two different points in time and to correlate the obtained 
scores. The reliability of the present instrument was established by having the s::mc 
group of students complete the questionnaire t\vo times, with a time interval of one week 
between occasions. If the subjects could remember or recall previous responses during 
the second administration, the test-retest value would be jeopardized. With I 0 I items on 
the inventory, and question~ having as many as tive alternative responses, it was felt that 
the one week between test and retest adequately prevented memory and recall from 
influencing the results on the second administration. 
The Superintendent of the Avalon North Integrated School Board was first 
contacted by letter (Appendix B). A personal visit to the office of the Assistant 
Superintendent was made to obtain permission to conduct the study, and to discuss its 
procedure and purpose. 
The pilot study was conducted in one school of the Avalon North Integrated 
Schcol Board. As this school is within the Avalon North Integrated school district, the 
pilot study was considered to be quite valid for use throughout the district. Permission 
was sought and received from the principal to visit a class of Level II studeuts and 
provide them the opportunity to participate in the pilot study. Twenty students were 
involved, 12 males and 8 females . Subjects who participated in the p;Jot study v:ere 
chosen because of accessibility and convenience. 
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During the visit explanations were provided as to the reasons for the study, the 
enrollment of female~ in high school Physical Education classes and what participation 
would entail. Information letters were distributed to the students (Appendix F). The 
students were advised that the questionnaire would be administered in seven days and 
that if they wished to participate they were to remain in the classroom. They \vere also 
advised the process would be repeated cne week later. 
Seven days later, 20 students were in attendance. The students were thanked for 
their interest and attendance. The students w~re then given an explanation of the 
dirt!ctions for the questionnaire's administration. They were told that answers were to be 
indicated by shading in circles with pencil on a computer-scannable sheet. These 
din.~ctions included a request for subjects not to share answers. The subjects were 
advised that any questions they might wish to ask concerning the questionnaire would not 
be answered during the completion of the questionnaire, but rather before beginning and 
after they had finished . The subjects \vere then asked if they had any questions before 
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they began. After several questions from subjects on minor points, the questionnaire was 
administered. 
The first subject completed the questionnaire in l S minutes. The last subject 
completed the questionnaire in 29 minutes. l\lost of the subjects had completed the 
questionnaire after approximately 25 minutes. Aft~r this initial administmtion some 
subjects indicated that they could not answer one question that asked them to indicate 
how much they would like an activity in their Physical Education program. 
Upon the completion of the questionnaire, the 20 students were given a studem 
questionnaire on which they provided valuable feedback on the general stmcture and 
comprehension of the questionnaire (Appendix E). Some additional comments were also 
provided verbally at this time. Among these c:omments were suggestions to improve the 
questionnaire and these were noted by the researcher to be corrected. Some minor 
typesetting and editing errors were also identitied and noted. These errors '.verc 
subsequently corrected before the next administration. 
After analyzing the results, it was determined from student feedback responses that 
five of the questions were unsuitable because they were not easily understood by the 
students. As a result, these five questions were re\vorded to suit the level of the subjects' 
understanding. The same students were readministered the questionnaire one week fro"' 
the original administration follo\ving the protocol previously described and, following 
successful retesting, the instrument was then deemed to be reliable (r = 0.87) Barrow, 
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McGee, and Tritschler ( 1989) describe the level of reliability of a questionnaire with an r 
between.± .70 to .89 as strong. 
The five questions \Vhich had required changes constituted a relatively small 
portion of the 10 l items on the questionnaire. Although the measure of reliability 
attained on the instrument may have been slightly lower due to the alterations to the 
wording, it was considered that the reliability would not be adversely affected to any 
meaningful extent. 
The test-retest procedure by which the questionnarre was piloted served to refine 
and ensure its readability and ease of comprehension by the students. ~[ouly ( 1970), 
Engelhart ( 1972), and Evans ( 1984) stressed the importance of a readable and 
understandable questionnaire specitic to the ability level of the subjects. The pilot stud:· 
helped determine that the language and terminology used in the questionnaire were 
consistent with student understanding of the language. Also, the questions included in 
th:! questionnaire were checked to ensure that they \vere congruent \vith the purpose of 
the study, as suggested by Evans ( 1984). The length of the questions and the length of 
the qut!stionnaire were considered in its design, since, if questions or the questionnaires 
are too long student interest might be lost (l\:[ouly, 1970~ Statistics Canada, 1979). 
Confidentiality 
When asked to participate in the present research, several students expressed 
concern that they would be identitied through the questionnaire. Subjects \Vere informed 
li,at individual identities \Vould not be revealed. It was explained to the subjects that in 
order to ensure this confidentiality no names were used on the questionnaires. In 
addition. students were not even identitied according to the school they attended. This 
was done for the main study as well as the pilot srudy. 
Main Study Procedure 
Two weeks after the pilot study was completed, the questionnaire \Vas 
admini~tered to the entire high school population of the Avalon North Integrated School 
Board. The investigator made a personal visit to the Assistant Superintendent to 
determine the correct school procedures to follow for collecting data. Acting on the 
Assistant Superintendent's direction, the investigator telephoned the principals of the 
nine high schools, comprising all high schools in the Avalon North Integrated School 
Board. This contact was made in order to seek their assistance and to advise them as to 
the nature of the study. 
As a fullow-up to the initial telephone contact the principal of eal:h school 
induded in the study was also contacted by letter (Appendix C). This contact was for the 
purpose of arranging a convenient time and locat!on to administer the questionnaire in 
each school. After being forwarded all relevant material for perusal the principals agn:ed 
to assist in the investigation. Follo\ving this, as in the case of the Superintendent, each of 
the nine principals was contacted in person in order to clear up .1ny quec;tions or concerns 
they might have, and to facilitate the delivery of the questionnaire. At this time, a letter 
outlining the directions to be followed in the delivery of the questionnaire wa'i given to 
each principal (Appendix 0). 
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Data were collected from subjects in one ofrwo ways. In the first instance 
questionnaires were administered by the investigator while in the second instance the 
questionnaires were distributed by teachers, who later coliected and held them for pick-up 
by the investigator. In the case of schools where the local teachers were to administer the 
questionnaire an information sheet was distributed to the teachers explaining the 
procedure for administering the questionnaire (Appendix G) as well as a packet 
containing the questionnaires and Scantron machine readabie answer sheets_ After 
administering the questionnaires, the teachers C(lllected them and later passed them to the 
investigator, who thanked the teachers for their cooperation. 
The decision to have teachers assist in the distribution and col!ection of the 
questionnaires \vas based on the wide geographical distribution of subjects, an::! on time 
and cost considerations. The two farthest schools from the investigator's centre of 
operation \vere at distances of 50 and SO kilometers. The researcher administered the 
questionnaire in person at Holy Trinity in Heart's Content, and at Jackson \Vaish in 
Western Bay, while at the other seven schools local teachers administered the instrument 
Because the study was condu..:ted using Scantron machine readable answer sheets, 
it was necessary to take the ccmpleted responses to a facility \vhere amassing and 
interpreting the data could be carried out by machine_ The responses \vere brought to 
~lemorial University ofN~wfoundland and Labrador, where the student answer sheets 
were put into a scanning machine and read automatically_ The resulting information was 
stored on a computer disk and anal:·zed using the Statistical Package for Social Science~ 
(SPSS-:Xl software. 
Summary 
This chapter has presented an overvie\v 0r· the methodology utiliud in the sntdy. 
The researcher' s position has been stated \vith particular reference to the intluence of 
bias. Various details of the design of the questionnaire. such as rel iab ility and validity, 
are offered, and an in-depth explanation of the procedure followed in administering the 
questionnaire to srudents in the nine high schools involved. The processing of the 
resulting data \vas completed by means of computer-scanning sheets. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Since the revision of the High School Program in Education, there has been a 
wide discrepancy bet\veen the numbers of females and males enrolled in Physical 
Education classes. This study investigated the concerns of females with respect to high 
school Phy:;ical Education programs, and the reasons why females do not enroll in these 
classes to the same extent as males. 
This study examined the low enrollment of females in Physical Education in the 
Avalon North Integrated School Board (A~~ISB). The data collected \.vere examined and 
interpreted in relation to various demographic variables - gender, status of enrollment in 
Physi~al Education, and grade levels. These variables provided data which were used to 
t~XJminc and understand the reasons why females were not participating in Physical 
Education classes to the same extent as male:;. 
The tirst part of this chapter reports the enrollment in the province of 
Newfoundland and Labrador with regards to overall enrollment and Physical Education 
enrollment. The second part reports the enrollment of the ANlSB, broken down by 
gender, year and grade level. The third part reports the results of a questionnaire 
concerning which activities students would like to see included in their Physical 
Education program. The fourth section deals with the responses of students to a 
questionnaire designed to reveal differences between genders and between enrollment 
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status. It also examined their experience and beliefs reg~ding Physical Education. Their 
responses were analyzed \Vith respect to differences between students of both sexes. 
benveen those enrolled and not enrolled in Physical Education. :md bet\veen students at 
different grade levels. 
A summary of student enrollment at Levels I, II, and III in Newfoundland and 
Labrador high schools for the years 1991-1994 is provided (See Table I). Overall, the 
data indicated that there were slighi:ly more males (51%) in high schools rhan females, 
and that during the three year period from 1991-1992 to 1993-1994, the student 
population decreased by 14 I 5 students, or approximately 5%,. 
Table 1 
Number of Students Enrolled in Newfoundland and Lahrador High Schools 
for the Years 1991- 1994 
Years Level I Level II Leve! III 
~[ F Total [\.{ F Total M F Total 
93-94 5031 4726 9757 5028 I 4822 9850 4694 4635 9329 
92-93 5340 5078 10418 5105 4884 9989 4656 4614 9310 
91-92 5496 5256 10752 5050 5062 10112 4728 4753 9481 
Table 2 shows the enrollment in Physical Education classes for the academic 
years 1991-1992 to 1993-1994. For the academic year 1993-1991 :he data clearly 
indicate that almost t\vice as many males as females participated in Physical Education 
1100, 2100 and 3100 (See Table 2) 
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Table 2 
Male and Female Enrollment and Percentage of Overall Total of Students Enrolled 
in Phvsical Education 1100. 2100. and 3100 in Newfoundland for the Years 1991-
Years Physical Education 1100 Physical Education 2100 Physical Education 3100 
M % F 'Yu M 'Yo F % M % F ~1, 
') 3 ·'J-l 309') 60% 159-l 3.J.'~{. 26ii 53'Yo 1096 2-"'!-~. .2-l75 53~';) 1080 23% 
1)2.') ] 312-l 5'J'Yo 1727 J.J.'!"U 2-'46 48% 1006 21'!{, 2586 56% 1'~~ 
-.J:J 26% 
') l-'J2 3377 61% 2009 3S% 2467 -l9% 1100 '?10/ __ ,o 21101 - -o , )) ;ro 13-P 28% 
In the three levels of Physical Education for the academic year 1993 -1994, the 
pattern of male and female enrollment throughout the ANISB was generally similar to 
that or the province as a w·hole. (n Level (, the average enrollment of females was 26~:;, 
lower than that of males in both tht: A~1SB and the province. In Level II, the enrollment 
of females in the Ai'\fiSB was 44% lower than males, while at the provincial level it \Vas 
29% lo\ver. (n Level m. the ANISB's female enrollment was 24% versus 20% for the 
province. 
Demographic Profile 
The participants in the present study were l 827 students, enrolled in Levels I, II 
and III in the nine high schools of the Avalon North Integrated school district in the year 
1993-1994 (See Table 3). This tigure represented approximately :\S11 o ofth~ toral high 
school enroilment for the district. While the researcher attempted to have a pmicipatiLHl 
rate of l 00%, this was not achieved as some students were absent from the classes in 
\vhich the questionnaire \vas administered. 
The subjects in 1993-1994 (N = 1827, 85~ females. 47'%. 971 maics. 53~ a) wen! 
assigned to one of three categories (see Table 3) based on grade level. Category om; 
subjects \Vere enrolled in the first year (Levell) of the senior high school program ili ·..::: 
610, 33~'0 of the entire student population of the ANISB; :!84 females, -l7~ G of the 
population; 326 males, 53% of the population). Category two subjects (Level II) were 
enrolled in the second year of high school (N = 598. 3 3% of the population of tht! 
A!'\!'ISB; 272 females, 45% of the population; 326 malt:s, 55% of the population) 
Category three subjects \vere enrolled in the third year of high school (Level III) (No: 
619. 34% of the population of the ANISB, 300 females, 48% of the population, 3 ! 9 
males, 52% of the population). 
Tnhll~ 3 
pvcmll Mnlc nnd l'cmnlc Enrollment in Physical Educncion, and Pcn·l·n~of Tohtl of Scndcncs Enrolled in Physical 
E!lJ.J~ntion I 100, 2100,_and 3100 in the A\':tlon North lntcgrntctl School Board, nnd 0\'ct·nll I~ct·rcntagc foa· the Years 
Years P.E. 1100 P.E. 2100 J>.E. JIOO Totals 
M % F % M % I F % M % r % Til T% 
-~ 993-1994 141 39% if.i 13% 228 61% 53 17% 188 55% 71 21% 724 39 
1992-IIJ9J 138 35% 39 12% 171 47% 59 18% ISR 55% 77 22% 672 32 
1991-1992 186 47% 64 19% 141 40% 64 19% 127 40% 61 18% 643 30 
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Participation Rates 
Of the 2079 students enrolled in schools of the Avalon North Integrated School 
Board, 1827 srudents responded, 971 (SS%) males and 856 (SS%) females . .-\t Le,·d I 
89% of males and 87% of females responded. .-\t Level II response rates \vere 86~ ·;, for 
males and 90% for females. For Level III the response rates for males and females were 
89% and SS% respectively (see Table 4). 
Table .t 
Number and Percentage of Males and Females in Levels I. n. and Ill 
who Participated in the SurveY 
Level I Level II Level Ill Totals 
i\.[ F i'v( F i\.1 F t\.1 F 
N % N % N % N ~-0 N ~~;, N % N 0 . / o N % 
326 s•> 2~~ Si 326 S6 272 ')() 31') 8') 300 88 •nt 88 ~56 88 
Participants' ages ranged from 14 years to 20 years (M = 16.4 years. SO= 1.50). 
The mean ages of the Levell, Level II and Level III students were I 5.3 years (SO= 1.4). 
16.5 years (SO= L6) and 17.8 years (SO = LS). respectively. 
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Activities Preferred By Respondents 
This section of the questionnaire dealt with the rating of activities based on the 
order of student preference. Activiti~ were ra!ed by students on a scale of I to 5, with 1 
representing "A Lot" and 5, ··undecided''. The means, represented by " l'vf', were used to 
rank the activities from the most preferred to the least preferred. 
The two groups of female students, enrolled and not enrolled. shared a preference 
for seven activities in the first one-third of all possibilities: skating, badminton, dance, 
swimming, aerobics, cross-country skiing and volleyball (See Table 5). The middle one-
third shared a preferencP. for six activities: basketball, floor hockey, \.veight training, 
soccer. racquetball and track and field; and the final one-third shared a preference for 
eight activities: cross-country running, handball. fencing, broomball, football. wrestling, 
boxing and golf. From the data, it appeared that female student preferences were similar, 
\vhether they were enrolled or not. 
The list of activities for males by preference was similarly divided into thirds. 
The results for the males were very similar to those of the female students, showing an 
even closer similarity between the preferences of the enrolled and non enrolled males. In 
the top one-third, nine activities were preferred by both groups of males: ice hockey, 
floor hockey, baseball. softball, weight training. football. basketball, boxing and archery. 
Both male groups shared a preference for eight activities from the middle category: 
6! 
Table 5 
Rankings of Activities bY Females Enrolled and Not Enrolled in PhYsical Educ:ttio•h 
Ranked in Order of Preference bY Means 
Females Enrolled Fem:llcs Not Enrolled 
Ranking Activities M Raaking Activities i\1 
1 Skating 4.05 I Skating -UO 
., Badminton 4.01 .., Swimming -U6 
... Dance 3.90 3 Badminton 4.10 .J 
4 Swimming 3.79 4 Vollt!yball 4.06 
5 Aerobics 3.69 5 Dance 4 .05 
6 Bc\vling 3.54 6 Softball 3.80 
7 Cross-Country Skiing 3.50 7 .-\t!robics 3 . 8-~ 
s Gymnastics 3.44 7 Ice Hockey 3.84 
9 Volleyball .... .., .J .J- 8 Cross-Country Skiing 3.79 
10 Tennis 3.29 9 Baseball 3.73 
I l Ice Hockey 3. 15 9 Basketball 3.73 
1 I Softball 3.15 10 Gymnastics 3.71 
12 Baseball 3. 12 1 1 Tennis 3.64 
12 Soccer 3. 12 12 Floor Hockey 3.51 
13 Basketball 3.05 13 Weight Training 3. 50 
14 Weight Training 3.04 14 Soccer 3.46 
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Table 5- continued 
Females Enrolled Females Not Enrolled 
Ranking Activities M Ranking Activities M 
15 Track & Field 2.92 15 Bowling 3.45 
16 Floor Hockey 2.91 16 Racquetball 3.14 
17 Archery 2.80 17 Track & Field 3. 11 
18 Orienteering 2.79 13 Field Hockey 3.04 
19 Racquetball 2.69 19 Curling 3.02 
20 Rugby 2.66 20 Orienteering 2.97 
21 Handball 2.62 21 Rugby 2.92 
22 Curling 2.59 22 Archery 2.87 
.., .... 
_.) Cross-Country Running 2.58 22 Cross-Country Running 2.87 
24 Field Hockey .., --__ )) ., .... .;....;) Handball 2.80 
25 Fencing 2.51 24 Fencing 2.66 
26 Broom ball 2.41 ..,-_) Broom ball 2.65 
27 Boxing .., ........ 
- . .>.> 26 Football 2.61 
28 Wrestling 2.28 27 Wrestling 2.58 
29 Football 2.27 28 Boxing 2.49 
30 Golf 2.04 29 Golf 2.13 
Table 6 
Rankings of Activities bv Males Enrolled and Not Enrolled in Phvsical Education, 
Ranked in Order of Preference bv Me:ms 
Males Enrolled l\l:tles Not Enrolled 
Ranking Acti\o"ities M Ranking Activities M 
1 Archery 3.89 1 [ce Hockey 4.44 
2 \Veight Training 3.85 ., Floor Hockey 4.38 
... Baseball 3.76 3 Baseball 4.33 ~ 
4 Boxing 3.70 4 Softball 4.32 
4 Floor Hockey 3.70 5 Skating 4.15 
5 Ice Hockey 3.67 6 Weight Training 4.13 
6 Softball 3.62 7 Football 4.10 
7 Basketball 3.56 8 Basketball 4.07 
8 Wrestling 3.53 9 Boxing 4.06 
9 Football ... -.., ) , )_ 10 Archery 3.95 
9 Swimming 3.52 1 1 Volleyball 3.91 
10 Rugby 3.45 12 Badminton 3.88 
1 1 Skating 3.42 13 Wrestling 3.87 
12 Volleyball 3.29 14 Swimming 3.83 
13 Badminton 3.27 15 Rugby 3.78 
13 Orienteering 3.27 16 Field Hockey 3.71 
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Table 6- continued 
Males Enrolled Males Not Enrolled 
Ranking Activities M Ranking Activities M 
14 Bowling ... ., .. ~ --~ 17 Soccer 3 .63 
15 Soccer 3.17 18 Cross-Country Skiing 3.55 
16 Cross-Country Skiing 3.14 18 Tennis 3.55 
17 Fencing 3.04 19 Bowling 3.41 
17 Field Hockey 3.04 20 Orienteering ....... ~-~~ 
18 Track & Field 2.87 21 Track & Field 3.31 
19 Curling 2.33 22 Racquetball 3.27 
20 Tennis 2.81 ., .. -~ Curling 3 .26 
21 Racquetball 2.78 24 Handball 3 .21 
22 Handball .., ., ... .;.. .. ~ .,-_) Fencing 3.17 
.., ... 
-~ Broomball 2.51 26 Broomball 2.97 
24 Cross-Country Running 2.4:! 27 Cross-Country Running 2 .96 
.,-
_) Gymnastics : ,25 28 Gymnastics 2 .77 
26 Golf 2.18 29 Golf ., -.. -. )~ 
27 Dance 2.17 30 Dance 2.50 
28 Aerob ics 1.85 3 1 Aerobics 2.24 
volleyball, badminton. tield hockey, soccer, cross-country skiing. tennis. bowling and 
orienteering; and from the least-preferred one-third, seven activities: r;1cquetball, 
handball, broomball, cross-country running, gymnastics. golf and dance (See Table 6). 
In examining the preferences expressed by the t\vo groups of enrolled students, 
males and females, it was seen that only one activity in the tirst one-third of the list, 
swimming, was agreed upon by both genders. [n the middle one-third, three activities; 
track and field, soccer and orienteering: and in the lowest one-third, four activities, 
handball, cross-country running, broomball and golf, \vere chosen in ccmmon 
(See Table 7). 
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This data appeared to indicate a major difference in choice of activities bet\veen 
females and males who were enrolled in Physical Education. When the three divisions of 
activities were compared, it could be seen that only one activity in the ti rst third of the 
list, swimming, was preferred by both males and females enrolled. 
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Table 7 
Rankings of Activities bv Females and Males Enrolled in Phvsical Education. 
Ranked in Order of Preference bY Means 
Females Enrolied Males Enrolled 
Ranking Activities M Ranking Activities M 
1 Skating 4.05 I Archery 3.89 
2 Badminton 4.01 2 Weight Training 3.85 
3 Dance 3.90 .. Baseball 3.76 .J 
4 Swimming 3.79 4 Boxing 3.70 
5 Aerobics 3.69 4 Floor Hockey 3.70 
6 Bov.tling 3.54 5 Ice Hockey 3.67 
7 Cross-Country Skiing 3.50 6 Softball 3.62 
8 Gymnastics 3.44 7 Basketball 3.56 
9 Volleyball .. ., ., 8 Wrestling 3.53 .J . .J_ 
1-·--
10 Tennis 3.29 9 Football .. -., 
.J ·'-
1 1 Ice Hockey 3. [ 5 9 Swimming 3.52 
I 1 Softball 3. 15 10 
I 
Rugby 3.45 
12 Baseball 3.12 1 I Skating 3.42 
12 Soccer 3. 12 12 Volleyball 3.29 
13 Basketball 3.05 13 Badminton .... .,~ .J .-1 
14 Weight Training 3.04 13 Orienteering 3.27 
Table 7 -continued 
Females Enrolled I Males Enrolled 
Ranking Activities M Ranking Activities i\1 
15 Track & Field 2 .92 14 Bowling ' .., " .) . ..;._, 
16 Floor Hockey 2.91 15 Soccer 3. l7 
17 Archery 2.80 16 Cross-Country Skiing 3. 14 
18 Orienteering 2.79 17 Fencing 3.04 
19 Racquetball 2.69 17 Field Hockey 3.04 
20 Rugby 2 .66 18 Track & Field 2.87 
21 Handball 2.62 19 Curling 2 .83 
22 Curling 2.59 20 Tennis 2 .8 l 
.., ... __, Cross-Country Running 2.58 21 Racquetball 2.78 
24 Field Hockey .., --_ , )) 22 Handball 2 .73 
, -
_) Fencing 2.51 ., ... _ _, Broomball 2 .51 
26 Broom ball 2.41 24 Cross-Country Running 2 .42 
27 Boxing ? ... ... 
- ·-'-' 
,-
_) Gymnastics 2 .25 
28 Wrestling 2.28 26 Golf 2. 18 
29 Football 2.27 27 Dance 2 .17 
30 Golf 2 .04 28 Aerobics 1.85 
The final comparison to be made from this section of the study was benveen the 
males not enrolled and the females not enrolled (See Table 8) . . -\Il three sections of the 
list in the preceding table resulted in the same number of activities preferred by both of 
these groups - five. In the first one-third, both groups expressed mutual preference for 
skating, softball, ice hockey, baseball and basketball. In the second one-third, tennis, 
soccer, bowling, tield hockey and orienteering were chosen in common; and in the last 
one-third, both groups least preferred cross-country running, handball, fencing, 
broombal! and golf. 
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Table 8 
Rankings of Activities bv Females and Males Not Enrolled in PhYsical Education. 
Ranked in Order of Preference b"· Means 
Females Not Enrolled Males Not Enrolled 
Ranking Activities l\1 Ranking Activities i\1 
1 Skating -UO I lee Hockey 4.44 
2 Swimming 4 .16 2 Floor Hockey 4 38 
... Badminton 4.10 .... Bast!ball 4 .33 ..) ..) 
, I 
~ Volleyball 4 .06 4 Softball 4 .32 
5 Dance 4 .05 5 Skating 4 . 15 
6 Softball 3 .86 6 Wt!ight Training 4 . 13 
7 Aerobics 3 .84 7 Football 4 . 10 
7 lee Hockey 3.84 8 Basketball 4 07 
8 Cross-Country Skiing 3 79 9 Boxing 4 .06 
9 Baseball 3.73 10 Archery 3.95 
9 Basketball 3 .73 II Volleyball 3.91 
10 Gymnastics 3.71 12 Badminton 3.88 
11 Tennis 3.64 13 Wrestling 3.87 
12 Floor Hockey 3.51 14 Swimming 3_83 
·-
13 Weight Training 3.50 15 Rugby 3.78 
14 Soccer 3.46 16 Field Hockey 3.71 
il 
TabJe 8 -continued 
Females Not Enrolled Males Not Enrolled 
Ranking Activities M Ranking Activities M 
15 Bowling 3.45 17 Soccer 3.63 
16 Racquetball 3.14 18 Cross-Country Skiing 3.55 
17 Track & Field 3.11 18 Tennis 3.55 
IS Field Hockey 3.04 19 BO\\·ling 3.41 
19 Curling 3.02 20 Orienteering ........... .J . .) .J 
10 Orienteering 2.97 21 Track & Field 3.31 
21 Rugby 2.92 22 Racquetball 3.27 
22 Archery 2.87 ., .. _ _, Curling 3.26 
..,.., Cross-Co•Jntry Running 2.87 24 Handball 3.21 
--
..,, 
_ _, Handball 2.80 ..,-_) Fencing 3. 17 
14 Fencing 2.66 26 Broomball 2.97 
..,-
_) Broom ball 2.65 27 Cross-Country Running 2.96 
26 Foocball 2.61 28 Gymnastics 2.77 
27 Wrestling 2.58 29 Golf .., -... _ _ ).J 
28 Boxing 2.49 30 Dance 2.50 
L 29 Golf 2. 13 31 Aerobics 2.24 
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Themes 
The revie\v of literature identified 11 themes related to potential reasons for the 
lo·.v enrollment of females in Physical Education. The eleven identitied tht~mes were, ( I) 
.-\\vareness of benetits. (2) Curriculum, (3) Embarrassment, (-l) Facilities ~md equipment. 
(5) Role m0dds, (6) Hygiene factors. (7) Previous experience, (S) Social factors, (O) 
Teaching methodology, ( 10) Timetable contlicts and ( 11) Gender discrimination . The 
responses to questions related to each theme are given beiO\v. 
Awareness of Benefits. For this theme, a higher mean score indicated that the 
student had e~pressed a greater belief in the bene tits of participation in physical activity . 
Overall, females (l'v[ = 3.80, SD = .58) showed a slightly lower level of ~nvarenl!ss of 
bendits than males (~l = 3.82, SD = .62). The highest levels of a\vare;less of bendits 
were reported by males who \vere not enrolled in Physical Education ( ~ [ = 3 95. 
SO= .6-l) and by females \vho were not enrolled(~(= 3 SS, SO == 78) There was no 
discernible difference between reponed awareness of bencti:s scares of females who 
were enrolled in Physical Education (~I= 3.73, SD = .64) and males who were enrolled 
(~l = 3.70, SD = .SS) (See Table 9). 
Table 9 
Awareness of Benefits Scores Broken Down Bv Enrollment Status in Phvsical 
Education. l" ~nder. and Enrollment Level 
Level I LC\"CI II Level III 
En- Gender Me:m Std. D. En- Gende·· Mean Std. D. En- Gender i\.tean Std D 
rolled rolled rolled 
yes F 3.67 .57 yes F 3 .82 iO yes F 3.69 .61 
yes M 3.6-J .64 yes M 3.91 .ti6 yes M 3.55 73 
no F 3.80 .60 no F 3 .9~ .61 110 F 3.89 .71 
no l'vf 3. 1}3 .70 no M 4.03 .61 no M 3.88 .79 
When responses were broken dO\vn by grade level, students enrolled in Level II 
reported the highest level of awareness ofbenefits ( i\:1 = 3.93, SO= .62), followed by 
Level [students (i\·1 = .3 .76, SO= .57). Least awareness of benefits was s:to\vn by Level 
III students (M = 3. 75, SO = .69). The theme awareness of benefits was valued more 
highly by non-enrolled students in Physical Education at each level ~~ = 3. 91, SO = . 70) 
~han by those enrolled (l'vl = 3.71, SD = .62), regardless of gender. The highest mean 
(l\[ = 4.03, SO= .61) occurred in the category of maies not participating in Physical 
Education at Level II and the [o\vest mean (M = 3.55, SD = .73) was found in males 
participating in Physical Education at Level III (See Table 9). 
Curriculum. On this theme, higher mean scores indicated that the student had a 
strong feeling of having been atTected negatively by the courses and activitit 5 offered 
\vithin the curriculum in Physical Educa:ion classes. Overall. m:tles (M = 2. 79, SO = 
.45) reported a slightly higher level of being influenced by the curriculum than females 
(M = 2.76, SD = .60) (See Table 10). The highest level of being influenced by the 
curriculum was reported by males who \V~re not enrolled in Physical Education (l'v( = 
2.85, SO= .63). There \Vas essentially minimal variation in the mean scores concerning 
the influence by the curriculum among females \vho were enrolled in Physical Education 
(M = 2.76, SO= .64), females who w.:re not enrolled in Physical Education (l\·( = 2 . 75, 
SD =.58), and males who were (M = 2.74. SO= .65). 
When responses \vere examined by grade level, students enrolled in Level II (l'vl = 
2.83, SO = .49) reported the highest level of influenc'! by the cmriculum. followed by 
Level III students (M = 2 . 76, SO = . 70). Least influence by the curriculum was reported 
by Level I students (M = 2.74, SO= .72). 
Table 10 
Curriculum Scores Broken Down Bv Enrollment Status in Phvsical Education, 
Gender. and EnrollmPnt Level 
Levell Level [[ Level Ill 
En- Gender Mean Std. D. En- Gender Mean Std. D. En- Gender Mean Std. D 
rolled rolled rolled 
yes F 2.72 A8 yes F 2Jn .55 yes F 2.70 ..t5 
yes M 2.71 .61 yes M 2.78 .51 yes M 2.73 .... ~
no F 2.71 .51 no F 2.78 . .tH r.o F 2.77 ..t•J 
no rvt vn .60 no M 2.8'J .5-t no M 2.83 .5-l 
I 
There was little variation in the means among groups, whether enrolled or not. 
regardless of gender. The highest mean uccurred at Level II males not participating in 
Physical Education (l\f = 2.89, SO= .54}, and the lowest mean score was in females 
participating at Level III (M = 2. 70, SD = .45). 
15 
Embarrassment. With this theme, higher mean scores indicated that the students 
felt they had experienced embarrc--;sment in previous Physical Education classes. 
Females and males enrolled in Physical Education at all levels were more embarrassed 
then females and males who were not enrolled. Overall, females (1:£ = 2.35, SD = .78) 
reported a higher level of embarrassment than males CM = ! . 97, SD = .82) (See Table 
II). The highest levels of reponed embarrassment were by females who were enrolled in 
Physical Education (M = 2.56, SO= .80) and by females who were not~~= 2.14, SD = 
.83). There was a difference in reported embarrassment between males who were 
enrolled in Physical Education lli:f = 2.08, SO= .72) and males who were not (M = I .86, 
SD = .74). 
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Table 11 
Embarrassment Scores Broken Down Bv Enrollment Status in Phvsical Education, 
G~nder. and Enrollment Level 
Level I Le ... ·el II Levcllii 
En- Gender Mean Std. D. En- Gender Mean Std. D. En- Gender Mean Std. D 
rolled rolled rolled 
2.56 F-~ yes F . 7~ yes . __ 66 .86 yes F 2A6 .71 
i 
yes ~r 2.11 .78 ~es M I 1.98 .i:H yes M 2.16 .M6 
no F 2.1~ .8~ no F 2.18 .88 no F 2.09 .1!8 
no M 1.83 .76 no M 1.81 .71l no M 1.93 .S'J 
When responses to the theme of embarrassment were examined by grade level, 
the averages of means for students enrolled in Levels I, II, and III were the same (M = 
2. 16, SO= .81). The highest mean was for Level II females enrolled in Physical 
Education (1-1 = 2.66, SO = .86), while the lowest mean was seen in Level II males not 
enrolled (!yf = 1.81, SO = . 70). Level l females showed a difference of .42 between 
participants and non-participdnts, while Level II females shmved .48 and Level III, .35. 
Amc.ng females in ec.ch Level, the lower mean - indicating the least embarrassment - was 
for the females not participating in Physical Education. When the males in each Level 
were included in the analysis along with the females, the males not participating had the 
lowest means ofall (Level I, 1.83; Level II, 1.81; and Level III, 1.93). Overall, the 
participating students had a mean of 2.32 and the r.on-participants had a mean of 2 .00. 
i7 
Faci!ities and Equipment. 01 this theme, higher mean scc•rt!s indicated a 
greater level of concern with the adequacy of facilities and equipment. Overall, males 
(ivl = 3.17, SD =.56) reported a slightly higher level of concern over facilities and 
equipment than females (i\·( = 3.14, SD = .52) (See Table 11). The highest reported level 
of concern with the adequacy of facilities and equipment was by males \.vho \.vere not 
enrolled in Physical Education (M = 3. 17, SD =.56) and by males enrolled (i'vl = 3.16, 
SD = . 54). The:-e was essentially no difference in concern with facilities and equipment 
scores between females who were enrolled in Physical Education (~·( = 3. 15, S D = .51) 
and females who were not (M = 3. 13, SD = .57). 
When responses were examined by grade !cvd, students enrolled in Physicai 
Educar:on at Level ll (~l = 3. 17, SD = .56) reporte.:i the highest lc\·el of concern with 
facilities and equipment, followed by Level [students (lvf = 3 . 16. SO = .58). Least 
concc!rn with facilities and equipment was repo;"ted by Level III stud-:!nts (M = 3. i4. 
SD =.53) 
Results indicated that student opinions, whether participating in Physica! 
Education or not, did not differ substantially amo~g groups \.vith regard to adequacy of 
facilities and equipment. Betv•een participants and non-participants, Level I females 
reported a variation in mean scores of .04; Level II females, a variation of .05; whi!e 
Level Ill females reported a variation of .05 . The highest mean (.i\1 = 3.14, SD = .58) 
occurred within males participating in Level II \vhile the lowest mean(:\[ = 3.06, SO = 
53). was found in Lt!ve! [males participating, for a variation of . IS. The means for bot!l 
iS 
panicipams and non-participants overall were identical (3.15). Even though both means 
v.,rere the same, the high numbers indicated that both groups held a degree of concern 
about facilities and equipment. 
Table 12 
Facilities and Equipment Scores Broken Down Bv Enrollment Status in Phvsic:tl 
Education. Gender. and Enrollment Level 
Level I Level II Level lll 
En- Gender ~lean Std. D. En- Gender Mean Std. D. En- Gender I\ lean Std. D 
roll.:d rolled rolkd 
yes F ~ .,., :•.-- A~ yes F 3 . Ill .5<) yt:S F 3.12 .51 I 
yes M 3.il6 .53 yes 1\1 3.2-+ .5X y..::s 1\1 J. IX .55 
no F 3.18 .53 no f 3. jj .5.3 110 F 3.07 .57 
no M 3.16 .60 no :\[ 3.17 .57 110 i M 3. 1 ') .(: .+ 
Gender Discrimination. On this theme, higher scores indicated a greater belief 
that the student had been subjected to gender di!'crimination in previous Physical 
Education classes. Overall, females (M = 3 05, SD == .58) reported a very slightly higher 
!eve! of discrimination than males (M = 3 0 I. SO = .68) (Set! Table ! 3 ). Tht.: highest 
level of reported discrimination was by females who were enrolled in Physical Education 
i9 
(M = 3.13, SO= .68) and by males who were not (M = 3_06, SD = .67). There was 
essentialiy no difference in reported discrimination scores between males \vho \vere 
enrolled in Physical Education (lv[ = 2.97, SD = .69) and females who were not 
(M = 2.96, SD = .72). 
Table 13 
Gender Discrimination Scores Broken Down BY Enrollment Status in Phvsical 
Education, Gender. and Enrollment Level 
Level ! Level !I Level !!I 
En- Gl!nder ~lc:tn Std. D. En- Gender M~!an Std. D. E1:- Gender Mean Std. D 
rolled rolled rolled 
yi!S F 3 I <J .6~ yes F 3.28 . 6~ yes F 2.93 .59 
yes M 2 . ~'J .6S y~s M 3.05 .56 ~-I.'S M 2.93 .53 
I 
no F 2.n .67 no F 3.05 .6~ no F 2 . ~') .6-1-
110 ~I 3. 10 ... ., 
·'-
no M 3.0X . 70 no ~I 3.00 .6') 
I 
-
When responses were broken down by grade level, students ~nrolled in Level II 
(i\[ = 3 .12, SD = .62) reported the highest level of previous discrimination, followed by 
Level I stud~nts (l'vf = 3.04, SO= .71). Least prio:- discrimination was reported by Level 
lli student::; (M = 2.94. SD = .68). 
Scores \Vere fairly high for this theme among females. Between enrolled and not 
enrolled female students in Level [, the difference was 0.21. with the enrol!ed students 
so 
rating it higher; for Level II the ditTerence between females was 0.23. with the enrolled 
students giving it a higher ranking: for Levet Ill, there was a slight difference of 0.1)4 in 
favor of the enrolled females. 
H...-giene Factors. On this theme. higher mean scores indicated that conc~rn over 
hygiene v.;as a major negative influence on whether a student enrolled in Physical 
Education classes. Overall, females (l\.1 = 2.85, SO= .56) reported a higher level of 
concern over hygiene factors than males (l\.1 = 2.72, SO= .56) (See Table 14). The 
highest level of reported concern \Vith hygiene factors \vas by females and males who 
were enrolled in Physical Education (l\.[ = 2.96, SO= .59). and (l\.1 = 2.79, SO= .62) 
respectively. There was a slight difference bet\veen females and males who wert: not 
enrolled in Physical Education. with scores of 2. 73 and 2.64 respecti\·ely. 
When responses \vere examined by grade level, students enrolled in Levd [ 
reported the highest level of concern ·.vith hygiene factors (M = 2.8 I, SO == 57), followed 
by Level [[and Level m students, each \Vith the same mean score of 2.77. Scores for 
females who enrolled in Physical Education classes varied from females not enrolled. tn 
Level !. females differed by .23, in Level II the difference was .21, while in Level Ill the 
difference was .25. The highest mean was in Level I females participating in Physical 
Education (M = 3.05, SO= .50}, while the lowest mean \vas in males not participating in 
Physical Education (M = 2.60, SO = .67). for a difference of 45 . Females also differed 
from males . In Level [,female~ participating had a mt.!an of 3.05, compared to males 
participating. 2. 76, resulting in a .31 ditTerence in means. Level II showed a difference 
SI 
of .17 between fema!es and males, while in Level III. there was very little difference in 
means (.05). Overall, participants showed a mean score of~·{= ::?..88, SO == .52) \vhile 
the non-participants reported a mean score of (M = 2.69, SO= .54). 
Table I.J 
Hvgiene Factors Scores Broken Down B"· Enrollment Status in Phvsical Education. 
Gender. and Enrollment Level 
Levell Lev~!l ll LevellU 
En- Gender ~le:tn Std. D. En- Gender Mc=m Std. D. En- Gender Mean Std. D 
rolled rolled rolkd 
yes F 3.05 .50 yes F 2.95 .% yes F 2.SS .55 
yes M 2.76 .58 yes \1 2.78 5') i yes ~~ 2.:n . 6~ 
r:o F 2 ~2 .59 no F 2. 7.~ .56 no i F 2.63 
.62 
no I M 2.ciO .6i no :'1.1 2.61 61 no ! i\.1 2.72 6"' . ' I I 
Previous Exnerience. On th:s theme, higher mean scores indicated a greater 
belief that the student had been influenced by previous experience not to enroll in 
Physical Education classes. The overall low mean scores indicated that students in the 
.-\NISB felt that previous experience was not a strong negative factor in determining 
whether or not they enrolled in Physical Education classes (See Table I 5). Overall, 
femaks llil = 2.45. SO = .59) reported a slightly higher level of intluence by previous 
experience than male~ (l'vr = 1.41, SD = .56). The highest level of reported influe!!ce 
from previous experiences was by females and males who were enrolled in Physical 
Education (l\l = 2.54, SD =.50 and M = 2.5 1, SD = .55 respectively). There was very 
little variation in reported intluence by previous experience between females and males 
who were not enrolled in Physical Education. \Vith mean scores of 2.35 and ::uo 
respectively. 
When responses were examined by grade level, students enrolled in Level lii 
reported the highest level of influence from previous experience (l\1 '"" 2.45, SO = .62), 
followed by Level II students (l\·( = 2.44, SD = .58). Least influence from previous 
experience was reported by Level I students (h'! = 2.40, SD = .52). 
Table 15 
Previous Experience Scores Broken Down Bv Enrollment Status in Phvsic:!! 
Education. Gender. and Enrollment Le\'el 
Level 1 Level !I I Lc\'cl Ill 
En- Gender Mean Std. D. En- Gender 1.\!en.n Std. D. En- Gcnd..:r Mean TStd. D 
rolled rolled rolled 
yes F 2.56 .52 yes F , --_ , )) . 5~ ~· c.:s F 2.52 .53 
yes i\1 2A3 .59 yes M 2.52 .51 yes M 2.51J .71 
no F .., ~~ - . JJ .50 no F 2.3M . 5~ no F 2.}~ .62 
no M 2.27 .57 no i\1 2.2') .53 ll'J i\1 2.31 _(, ;:. 
Results indicated that the effect of pr'!vious experiences varied benveen male and 
female participants depending on levels. In Level I, females participating in Physical 
Education had a mean of 2. 56, compared to males participating. \Vith a mean of 2.43 for 
a difference of. 13. Level II females participating showed a mean of2.55, and males 
participating, 2.52, for a difference of .03, while in Level III the difference in means 
between m:1le and female participants was .07, with males at 2.59 and females at 2.52. 
The highest mean score was in Level III males participating in Physical Education (M = 
2.59, SD = 71) and the lowest mean score was in Level I males not participating (i\.I = 
2.27, SO= .57). Between females participating and males non-participating in each 
level, the means varied by the \Videst margins; in Level I the ditTerence bet\veen these 
two groups was . 29; Level II, . 26; and Level III, . 19. The mean t~::>r participants overall 
was 2.53 (SO= .63) and for non-participants overall. 2.32 (SO= .52). 
Role Models. On this theme, higher mean scores indicated that students felt that 
they had experienced less positive influence from being exposed to role models. 
Although this may appear contrary to what might be expected, tile items on the 
questionnaire \vhich dealt with role model influence were phrased so as to ::equire a 
higher score to indicate a lesser degree of intluence Overall, males (i\.1 = 3.28, SO= 
61) r~ported a very slightly higher level of exposure to role models overall than females 
(:\1 =: 3.21, so= .60) 
(See Table 16). The group · ;th the highest mean score, indicating that they had had the 
ft!west role models of all groups, were males \vho \vere not enrolled in Physical 
Education (~l = 3.3l. SO= .64) and males \Vho were enrolled (i\1 = L!4. SO= 63). 
There was essentially LJ.O difference in exposure to role modds between females \Vho 
\vere enrolled in Physical Education(~·{= 3.21. SO= .56) and females who wt!re not (i\£ 
= 3.20, so= .54). 
Table 16 
Role Models Scores Broken Down B't' Enrollment Status in Phvsical Education. 
Gender. and Enrollment Le't'el 
Levell LC\'•!Ill Levi!! Ill 
En- Gender ~lean Std. D. En- Gender Mean Std. D. En- Gender I\ lean Std D 
rolkd roih:d rolled 
yes F 3.:!0 .5~ yes F 3.2li .61 yes F :l . l (, 5~ 
yes ~I I . ,., .J . .;.- .62 yes ;\.[ 3.33 . 6-~ ves [\.( 3. 1~ . h.~ 
no F I j_[ i .60 no r 3.2-J .ti7 no F 1. I 'J (,() 
no l\.1 .. , J .J- .67 no :\I 3.31 .65 no 1\.! :U I t"tl 
When responses were examined by grade level, students enrolled in Lcvd II 
reported the highest level of being exposed to role models (i\1 = 3.29, SO = .63; ftliiO\vcd 
by Level I students (M = 3.23, SD = .65). Least exposure to role models was reponed by 
Level III students (l\1 = 3.21, SO = .55). Both females participating and non-
participating in Physical Education classes varied little with regard to this theme The 
reported difference between Level I females wa:; only .03 , while Level II fcmalf.!s 
85 
ditlered by .04 and Level III females, .03. The highest mean displayed was by Level II 
males participating in Physical Education (~v[ = 3.33. SO= .64) while the lO\vest mean 
occurred with Levei III females (M = 3. 16, SO= .53), a difference of . 17. \Vithin the 
different levels, the students ditTered minimally with regard to the importance of role 
models. Females participating in Physical Education classes only differed in mean scores 
by . 12, while non-participating females varied by only .07. Males participating had a 
difference in mean scores of . I 5 and males non-participating had a difference in mean 
scores of .0 I. 
Social Factors. On this theme, higher mean scores indicated a greater belief that 
~he student had been influenced by social factors to enroll in Physical Education. 
Overall. females (l\.·1 =-= 2.88, SO= .50), reported a slightly higher int1uence from social 
flctors than males (~I= 2.84, SO= .48) (See Table 17), The highest level of reported 
differences in intluence from social factors was between females who \vere enrolled ir. 
Physical Education (l\( = ~.94, SO = .54) and males \vho \vere not \!nrolled in Physical 
Education (M = 2.87, SO= .53). There was essentially no difference in reported 
intluence from social factors bet\veen mal~ \vho were enrolled in Physical Education (~:1 
=2.82. SO= .46) <md females who \vere not (i\1 = 2.8 l, SD = .52). 
When responses were broken do\vn by grade le·•el. students enrolled in Level I, 
(l\l = 2.93. SO= .56) reported the highP.st level of influence from social factors, followed 
by Level li students(\[ = 2.90, SO = .50). The least influence from social factors \Vas 
reported by Level III student.5 {M = 2.75, SD = .44). 
S6 
Females and males, both participants and non-particip:mts. vari~d slightly 
bem:een levels. In Level I the difference benveen participating and non-participating 
females \Vas .16; in Level II, .19; and in Level III . . 03. Th~ highest mean was in Len!! ll 
females participating (M = 3.04, SD = .53) while the low~st (i\l = 2.68. SD = 53) was 
for females non-participating in Level III. for a differ~nce of .36. 1\lal~s participating 
and females not participating had almost identical mea!1S. For example, the means for 
males participating and females non-participating wen: the same in Le\·d I. There was a 
.02 difference between males panicipating and females nor.-participating in Level II. 
\Vhile Level m males participating and females non-participating had a difference of 05. 
The intluence of social factors was practically identi,al for both participams (i\1 = 2 SS, 
SO =-= .52) and non-participants (~I == 2.8-l. SD = .%) 
Table li 
Social Factors Scores Broken Down B,· Enrollment Status in Phvsical Education. 
Gender. and Enrollment Level 
L::Ycl [ L~\·cl II L~vcl III 
En- Gender Mean Std. D. En- Gender I\ lean Std. D. EI!- Gender ~\.lean Std. 0 
rolled rolled rolkd 
y~s F :: .o3 _.l(, yes F 3 0.+ . .:'1 y~s F 2. 1r. . ~ 2 
yes I\. I 2 . ~7 .52 \"CS :\I 2 . ~5 .53 \ ~s \I 2.71 .,j 
no F v:7 A5 no F 2.l0 ...J') llO F Vi~ -:.-. ).l 
I 
no ~.I 2.'13 .5G no ~I 2 . X~ .55 110 \I 2 H.t ! .52 I I 
Teaching, Methodology. On th[s theme. hi!!her me:lr. s.:(,res indi~ared a i::ft!Jter 
- -
belief that students h<!d been int1uencrd to enroll by expos:In! ti..' tea.:hing methodok,gy in 
prc!vious Physical Education classes OveralL females (\l = 2.9.:: . SO = ·C) r~IXlrted .1 
higher level of :nt1uence from teaching methodology than r.1;1ks (\f == :: -:. SD """' -l::!l 
(See Table l 8). The highest h:!\'el of repor!ed intluence of ;ea.:hing methodology wa._-; by 
females \\.hO were enrolled in Physical Education (\f = ::! _98. SD = q) and by fcmalt..-:; 
who were not enrolled (~t = 2.86, SO= _60) Tht:re \Vas a difrerence in males \vho were 
enrolled in Physical Education classes (\1 = 2 33 , SO :::-c -lS) and maks who were not 
enrolled (;\.1 = 2.70, SD= .46) 
When n .. -spor.sl!s were examined by grade level. students enrolkd in Levd II 
(\[ = 2.91. SO= .58) reported the highest inrluenc~ from teaching methl'dology, 
fo!lo\vt!d by Level II students ( \! = : .82. SO = -l2) Least intlut!ncc hy teach;ng 
m~thodology wa;; reported by Level [students (\f = 2_lW, SO = .50) Results indicatt!d 
that very little difference existed berw~en females and males part!!.:tpating in Physical 
Education at Level5 ( (.06) and III ( 10) However. in Level ll. tht!rt: .. ..-as a difference of 
.29 between females and males participating The difference between females 
participating and non-participating in Level I was .05, Level H. 20~ and Level Ill, . 12 
The highest mean occurred in Level (I ftmales particip:tting (\1 = 3 _ 14. SD = .49) and 
the lo\vest mean (M -= 2 68, SO = 64) occurred in males not participating in Physical 
Education at Level I. tor a difference of . ~6 . There \vas a reported ditTerence bet~.veen 
parti:ipants (\f = 2 91, SO= 50) and non-participants (M = : .78. SD =.54). 
Table rs 
Teaching :\lethodologv Scores Broken Uown B"· Enrollment Status in Ph..,·sical 
Educ:ttion. Gender. and Enrollment Level 
Lc\cll Level II Le..-el IH 
En· Gcnr:lcr l\lcan Std. D. En- Gender Mean Std. D En- Gender ~lean Std. D 
rolled rolled rolled 
yes F 2.87 Al yes F 3 . 1~ - ~') \CS F 2.93 .51 
~· cs ;t.t vn - ~C) y::s ;\[ !.85 .~:! yes \I 1.83 .5'1 
no F 2 . ~2 _.lS no F 2. 9-l _ .l~ :10 F 
' 
:2.81 .58 
no :'.! 2 . 6~ .6-l no \I 2.i0 .56 no \I ., -.., 
-· ' -
.66 
i l 
Timet:lhle Conflicts. On this theme. higher mean scores indicated that concern 
with academic timetable conflicts in school negatively intluenced the student's decision 
regurding enrollmen~ in Physical Education classes. Overall, both mates ('\f = 2.84. SO 
= 66) and females G\l = 2.84, SD = .68) rep-;>rted the same average score (See Table 19). 
The highest level of reported concern over timetable conflicts was by females who were 
enrolled in Physical Education (M = 2.87. SO = .62) and by males who were enrolled (M 
= :2 .8-4, SD :.: 70). There was essential!y no difference in scores between males (M = 
: .83, SD = .70) and females(~(= : .St. SD = 66) who were enw!kd in Physi..:al 
Education. 
When responses were broken down by grade leveL srudents enrolled in Level II 
(~I = 2. 9 I . SD = . 62) reponed the highest level of concern '"ith timet~ble contlicts. 
followed by Lev~llll students (:\.1::::: 2.Si. SO .~) and Level I students (M =::SO. 
SD = .68) 
\·ciy little variation in scores occurred among males and females participating or 
non-participating in Physical Education classes. Females participating and females non-
participating in Physical Education at Level I(~( = 2.83, SD = 68) wen: almost the same 
respectively, compared to (\f = 2 85; SD::::: 64). In Level II the difference was .09, 
\Vhile the ditl'erenc.? in Level III was .10. The lowest mean was found in Level lii 
females not participating <M = 2. 71, SD = . 69) and the highe:.it mean occurred in females 
participating at Level II 0--f = 2.96. SO = .60). for a ditTeren~e of 25 There was 
essentially no difference between participants (M = 2.86. SD '-0 .70) and non-participants 
( M = 282, SD = .66). 
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Table 19 
Timetable Conflicts Scores Broken Down B,· Enrollment St3tus in Phvsical 
Education. ~nder. and Enrollment Level 
Levell Le\·ei II Level Ill 
En- Gender Mean Std. D . En- Gender Mean Std. D. En- Gender Mean Srd. D 
mUcd rolled rolled 
~cs F 2.10 .63 yes F :!.% .6H yes F :!.81 .69 
yes !\t 2.76 . 5~ yt:S :'o.l :!. ') 1 _if) yes ~~ :u~6 .68--
no F 2.85 .62 no F 2 . ~7 .i3 no F 2.71 _6') 
no :\I 2.76 .73 no \I 2 . 8~ _f>5 no M 2.85 .66 
-Influence of Themes on Enrollment 
The research area themes '-\·ere ranked in order of signiticance for intluencing 
\vfieth~."f or not the student enrolled in Physical Education. They were ranked from most 
to least significant. with those marked • being significant 
Analysis of Body Mass Index 
A logistic regression analysis was performed comparing Body Mass Index (B~11) 
on the results of the questions on height and body weight in order to determine the level 
of s-ignificance. if any. of these factors on enrollment This analysis 1 evealed that the 
body \veight a;td height of the respondents was not significant in the students· feelings of 
embarrassment. The results revealed that the students \vhc expressed greater 
~ 1 
embarra.s:sment were those \vho were enrolled. and those least emo.:urassed were the 
students who '\vere not enrolled. 
Table 20 
Research Themes. Chi-square. P-valoes. and-; .. Concordant of All Female Students 
Enrolled and Not Enrolled In Phv5icat Education in the Avalon North lntqnted 
School Board 
Research Theme Chi-Square P-Value ~. Concordant 
Embarrassment 63.007 0.0001 678* 
Previous Experience 52.852 0.0001 66.7• 
Social Factors 43.037 0.0001 65 J• 
Hygiene Factors 3 I.SCJ6 0_0001 64.4* 
Curriculum 31.043 0.0001 63 2. 
-Teaching ::?.8.631 0.0001 62.5* 
Methodology 
Few Role ~-(odels 23.::?.90 0.0003 62.4. 
Gender Discrimination 21.709 0.0006 t'>l . l* 
Awareness of Benefits 10.307 0.0670 56.4 
Facilities & 9.7:0 0.0836 56.7 
Equipment 
Timetable Conflicts 6.024 0.3039 55.2 
The results suggest that. of all eleven themes, embarrassment had the strongest 
relationship to enrotlment for females (See Table 20), while previous. experience was 
rated second. 
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Table 21 
R~earcb Themes~ Chi-Square. P-values. and •/. Concordant of All Male Students 
Enrolled and N11t Enrorled In Phnical Education in the A,·alon ~orth School Board 
Research Theme Chi-Square P-Value '% Concordant 
Social Factors 43 .355 0.0001 6- .,. ) __ 
Awareness of Benefits 43.229 0.0001 64.0• 
Teaching 39.495 0.0001 64.0• 
~·fethodology 
Previous Experience 33 .798 0.0001 63.6"' 
Curriculum 31.619 0.0001 63.6"' 
Embarras~ment 23 .560 0.0003 58.4• 
Facilities & 21.5-l7 00004 60.6• 
Equipment 
Few Role ~todels 21.933 0.0005 6o.t• 
Hygiene Factors 18.282 0.0026 6o.o• 
Timetable Contlicts 13 .667 I 0.0179 i -Q ""' ... -
Gender Discrimination 4.852 0.4341 54'-' 
Among males. the themes of social factors, awareness of benefits and teach.i ng 
methodology were shov.on to be the strongest deterrents to enroHment (Se.; -raole 21 ). 
Among both participants and non-participants, males indicated strongly that social 
factors were a significant reason why students did not take Physical Education. Of all the 
themes, the only one that was not signif!ca.'1t \vas that of gender discrimination. 
Table 22 
Themes. ~umber. Means and Srandard ()e,·iations for .\II female Hi:h School 
Students in the ..\Yalon ~orth lnt~rated School Board 
Themes ~ :\lean Std. Dn·iation 
Embarrassment 823 .., "'~ 86 ...:. __ ,
Previous Experience 8"" : 39 .56 
Curriculum 819 2 ib 50 
Hygiene Factors 817 2.77 .SQ 
Timetable Contlicts 822 2.S2 ~7 
Social Factors 816 2. S.J .SO 
Teaching 8i" _) 2 ss .52 
Methodology 
Gender Discrimination Sl4 3.00 66 
Facilities & 818 3 I~ 
-' 
5-J 
Equipment ! 
Fe\1,· Role :\lodels 825 ~l 20 £:>2 
Awareness of Benefits 815 3 ss .64 
Females \alued awareness ofbendits most highly of the I I factors , while 
embarrassment seemed to be the least positive aspt:ct of Phys~eal Education There was 
very little ditTerence between curriculum and hygiene factors. whi l•.! timetable contlicts, 
social factors, and teaching methodology '.•:t:re also quite closely valued (Sec Table 22) 
Table 23 
Them.-s. ~umber. :\~eans and Standard Deviations for All :\lale High Schoo[ 
Students in the ..\.\·:don ~orth Integrated Sc:hool Board 
Theme 1'\ Mean Std. Dn·iation 
Em barrassm cnt 920 1.90 .80 
Previous Experience 915 ., .. -__ )) .59 
Hygiene Factors 913 2.68 .64 
Teaching 9"' ., ..., .. --'.) .62 
:\I ethodo I ogy 
Curriculum 920 :!.83 .56 
Timet::tble Contlicts 913 2.83 .68 
Social Factors 915 2.86 .54 
Gender Discrimination 911 3.04 .68 
Facilities & 909 3 17 .59 
Equipment 
Few Role :\lodels 9""" .;..) 3.30 .64 
Awareness of Benefits 9..,., 3.90 .70 
Mal~ valued awareness of benetits most highly of the eleven themes 
(See Table 23). As with females. (:\lean = 2.23) (See Table 22). embarras~ment was 
seen to be the least p0sitive aspect of Physical Education for males (l\lean = L 90). 
Apart from the theme .. Embarrassment'', none of the themes differed ber-.veen 
males and females by more than . !0. which was tt.e difference for the theme ··Few Role 
~lodels.. This showed that. except for embarrassment, males and females generally fert 
the same about the other ten themes. 
Summary 
This study e7tamined the [ow enn··llment of females in the Avalon North 
Integrated School Board . ..-\questionnaire was administered to 1827 out of a possible 
2079, both male and female students, for a response rate of 87. 8~ o . 
\Vhen students \vere presented \\ith a list of activities which were sometimes 
included in a Physical Education program, they responded in the following ways The-
two groups of females, enrolled and not enrolled, shared a preference for seven activities 
skating.. badminton. dance, s·wimming, aerobics, cross-country skiing and volleyball 
The results betv.·een the enrolled and not enrolled males showed that they shared a 
preference for ni:1e activities that included: ice hockey, tloor hockey, baseball, softball, 
weight training, football, basketball, boxing and archery. When the t\\iO groups of 
enrolled students, males and females, were examined, only one activity was found to 
have been agreed upon by both genders, swimming The final compurison, bet\veen 
males and females not enrolled, revealed that five activitie:> were preferred by both 
groups, namely: skating, softball. ice hockey, baseball and basketball . 
A logistic regression analysis revealed that for all females. enrolled or not, eight 
themes were significant. They included embarrassment, previous experience, social 
factors, hygiene factors, curriculum, teaching methodology, few role models and gender 
discrimination. For males, enrolled and r:ot enrolled, ten of the eleven themes were 
significant. The only theme that was not signiticant for males was gender discrimination. 
CHAPTERV 
SU~L\L-\RY. CO:\"CLl"SIO~S .-\:\"0 RECOMME~DA TIONS 
This study was conducted to determine why female students in the Avalon North 
Integrated School Board ..... ·ere not participating m Physical Education courses II 00, 
2100, and 3100 during the school year 1993-199~ . 
Summary of Procedures 
Tlti::i study investigated the phenomenon of low enrollment among females in 
Physical Education courses. This was under.aken by studying student attitudes towards 
Physical Education in the high schools of the Avalon North school district, in the 
province of Ne\~oioundland and Labrador, in the year t 993- t 994. In the nine high 
s.:hools which comprise the school district. 182i students took part in the survey. :\ 
survey qut!$tionnaire was administered to students. who were requested to answer l 0 l 
questions by tilling in a computer-scannable answer sheet. The survey was divided into 
three sections: part A requested demographic information of the students; part B 
comprised a list of 32 activities which respondents were asked to rate. according to how 
much they would like to have each activity included in the Physical Education program. 
The activities were ranked on the basis of the means of the students' ratings. 
Part C of the survey instmment was designed to reveal student attitudes and 
beliefs about II major themes related to enrollment in Physical Education (See page II). 
This pan consisted of 55 questions deriYed from the researcher·:; O\; n knowh:dge anJ 
experience as a Physical Education te;Kher Jnd through a re\·ie·w of rdar.!d lirer:lture 
Each theme ;vas investigated using 5 rebted questions. The items l~'il secti('IO C of the 
questionnaire were ans-\'ered using a Likert-scale. To cornp:!!e r~ponses to the thernt.-s. 
a statistical test of logistic re<:-:',ression was carried out ComtJarisons were made among 
students in two different groups females participating aad non-panicipating, males 
participating and non-participating. The overall responses of each of these groups wen~ 
analyzed with respect to each of the II themes. Analysis was carried out us in~ mean and 
standard deviation of the student responses. 
Summary of Fi:~dings 
1he 3Ummary of findings i::: presen;ed according to the variabh:s upon which the 
research q~estions were based . .-\s the analysi_; revealed, non-participating females 
agreed that their reasons for not taking Physic?! Educatio:1, 10 desct:nding order of 
signiticance, were previous ex{Jerience. social factors . hygiene fac1ors . curriculu111, 
teaching methodology, few role models~ and gender discrimination :\·.vaieness of 
benetits. facilities and equipment, and timetable contlicts were not found to bt: irnponant 
reasons for females not enrolling in Physica! Education 
Results showed that non~part;cipating female students generally felt they were 
disadvantaged by gender discrimination in co-educationalucational classes. Tht!y would 
prefer to participate in all-fema!e classes because they found that male:; received more of 
the teacher's attention in class. and tha~ females were the last to be sdccted for co-
educational team sports. Even •vhen they were p[ayi.og i\. sparr such as oasketball, they 
found that males had a tendency to pass the ball ro other males. 
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The second group looked at •vere femal~ students who chose to participate in 
Physical Education in high schooL For these young womet<, the factors which most 
enticed them to parTicipate were, in order cf significance. awareness of benefits, role 
mode!s, !·acilities and equipment, and gender. In the area of a\vareness of benefits. 
results revealed that female students felt that learning to get along with other people was 
important, that Physical Education classes taught them ho\v to keep their bodies in good 
condition, and that physical activity was a good outlet for harmful feelings such as anger. 
They fdt that cooperation \vith other srudents was an important lesson learned in 
Physical Education class, and that regular exercise was important in maintaining good 
general health. 
The participating female students did net consider a lack of role modds to be a 
deterrent in their decision to participate or not Among the more interesting tindings 
from this question were that these students did not feel that having a female instructor 
wo\1ld particularly encourage them to participate, and they did not think. as did females 
in general, that the mJSs media underrated female athletes. 
As for the factors which might most deter these students, previous experience and 
embarrassment were the most signiticant. This implies that previous experience and the 
embarrassment which often accompanied it, whether in elementary or junior high school, 
~ layed a part in negatively int1uencing the1r decision to participate. 
Male studellts in general stated that the factors most negatively at1-ecting their 
decision to panicipate \vere. in order of sigr.ificance. social fact~rs. Jwart'n~ss of 
benetits. teaching methodology, previous experience. curriculum, embarrassment, 
facilities and equipment. few role models. hygiene factors. and timetable contlicts. The 
only factor which was not signiticant was gender discrimination. 
ln looking at the male students who -:hose to enroll in Physical Education, it can 
be seen that in order of significance the factors again were as follows : a\vareness of 
benetits. role models, facilities and equipment, gender discrimination, timetable contlicts, 
teaching methodology, hygiene factors. social factors, curriculum. embarrassment, and 
previous experience. The male student \Vho enrolled in Physicai Education appeared to 
believe strongly in the benefits of participation; was positively intluenced by role models 
in athletics; and was satistied with the amount and quality of the facilities and equipment 
<..vailable to him. He did not see gender discrimination, scheduling, teaching 
methodoiogy. or other social factors as problematic. He was less comfortable with his 
previous experience in Physical Education classes, yet even though he felt somewhat 
embarrassed in his participation, obviously tris was not signiticant enough to deter him 
from enrolling. 
Non-enrolled males appeared also to realize stroilgly the benetits of participation 
in Physical Education. This was apparent from the high mean assigned to this theme. As 
for the remaining factors, they almost exactly parallelled the ran kings of tho.;c chosen by 
enrolled males. Although there \Vas a slight difference in ranking of the mid-range 
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factors , their mean:; w;::re so close, , .. ·ith the exception of atvareness of benetits, that the 
differer.c~ were negligible The only meaningful difference betw~en enrolled r:r!:lles and 
non-enrolled males was tl"!at the non-enrolled students rated the factors generally lower 
overall. 
The tindrngs indicate that a lack of awa eness of the benetit5 of Physical 
Education is not a deciding factor for female students. All of the four groups under srudy 
- females and males, enrolled and not enrolled - expressed an appreciation of the benefits 
of participation in Physical Education activities. Even though the data suggested tbat 
they were aware of the importance of Physical Education, most female srudents \.vere not 
participating. These tindings concur with those of :\fadntosh, King and Greenham 
( 1978) \vho stuciied the pani.:ipatton of students in Physical Education and found that 
young people generally expressed positive attitudes toward physical activity and Physical 
Education. The stude1.ts reported that sports \vere an important aspect of their scho?: and 
community life, even though they r.vere not participating at a level which would indicate 
this attitude. Butcher ( 1976) and Macintosh (1979) in similar studies also concluded ~hat 
n,:m-selectors still expressed a positive attitude reward the value of Ph~sical Education . 
. It is incongruous that the students who seem to value physical activity the ffiClSt 
are the ones who are not enrolled in the courses. This begs the quc::stion of why those 
who see the benetits of physical activity are not enrolling in order to reap those benefits. 
One possible interpretation of this might !Je that those who are enrolled may be more 
inclined to take the benetits for granted, while those who are not participating may feel 
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more 5trongly that they are missing out on the b~netits ami consequently have expressed 
this in their responses to the questionnair~ . :\second possibility is that those student~ 
\vho are ncc participating but who express an a\vareness of the bcnetits may be tultilling 
their needs through involvement in more physic:'!; ~ctivities outside the school . :\ third 
possibility might be that even though many of these students agree \~o·ith the importance 
of physical activity, they may be under pressure to complete academic requirements 
which preclude involvement in Physical Education classes_ Whatever the reasons. this is 
clearly an issue for further research. 
From the findings, it appeared that female students were fairly satisti~d with 
curriculum offerings as presented. and were not deterred from enrollin~ in Physical 
Education by the activities offered. However, it must also be noted that \vhcn students 
were asked whether they wouid like to have a greater varierv of activities, many felt that 
they would like to see diffenmt activities included in the curriculum . They fdt that there 
were not enough choices of practical, individually oriented leisure pursuits, and that the 
course offerings were for the more athletically inclined. However. the results showed 
that female enrollment would not be influenced significantly by •• wider choice of 
activities. The Ottawa Board of Educatiof\ ( 1985) reached a similar conclusion in 
determining that females were generally satisfied with the existing syllabus. but would 
like to see more variety in activities offered. The tindings seemed to suggest that males 
did not decide to enroll based en the activities offered. 
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For the srudeP.ts involved in this study, there is a strong indication that the males 
are quite content with the activities. and the females. \vhile not completely satisfi~ are 
accepting of the activities offered. The reasoll£ for this can only be speculated on at this 
point, but may include the fact that local economic conditions prevent the inclusion of a 
wide variety of activities in the curriculum. Facilities are not available to offer students 
activities such as sv.rimming. skiing. bowling. ,golf. etc. As wei!, school staffing 
restrictions do not allov.r for a wide choice of programs to meet the needs and tastes of 
different students. These conditions hamper the etTorts of Physical Education instructors 
in extending the selection of activities offered. 
The activities which are predominantly offered in Physical Education courses in 
the .-\N[SB schools are generally those more suited to the preferences of males. This 
may be the reason why the male respondents feel satisfied with the present syllabus that 
is offered. The female students, hm.vever, may also feel satistied with this because they 
have not had the opportunity to be exposed to other types of sports and activities. If they 
were so exposed, it m:ght have the effect of altering their opinions and making them less 
satistied with the existing curriculum. 
Females reported that they experienced embarrassment for a variety of reasons, 
some of which included poor skill levels, physical size, appearance in gym clothes. 
ridicule, and physical development. Possibly related to the embarrassment factor is the 
tinding by Earl and Stennett ( 1983) that females w~re more likely than males to describe 
themselves as overweight. They also reported that some females responded that they 
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"vou!d choose to take Physical Education i!. teachers said thin:;' th.:!.t \vould increase their 
self-esteem. A femak · s sense of sdf and her perceived competence were a. function of 
the way significant others in her life, such as peers, teachers. coaches. and family. viewed 
her and was thought to ultimately affect her participation in sport and physical activity. 
From the findings presented here it would appear that. although emb<trrassment 
may be a deciding factor in determining whether or not some female :;rudents enroll in 
Physica! Education courses, it does not appear to be a deterrent generally 1 his is evident 
in the fact that female students reported a comiJaratively high degree of l.!mharrassment in 
Level II, where the mean was 2.42. Yet at this level the participation rate \vas 17~o. 
which was greater than at Level I, \.vhere the participation rate was 13~(, and ~he 
embarrassment mean \vas 2.35. 
These apparently contradictory tindings showed that the students who were 
enrolled expressed more embarrassment than those students \.vho were not enrolled This 
may be easily explained when one realizes that the students who were participating in 
Physical Education classes were involved regularly in potentially embarras:;ing 
situations, and may have been better able to cope \veil in such conditions. Those who 
were not participating were removed from that potential source of embarrassment, but 
might have been more embarrassed had they been enrolled. Because tile non-enrolled 
students \vere not in embarrassing situations. they did not express feelings of 
embarrassment, although they may have been more self-conscious. 
There may well be further mitigating circumstances \vhich in±luence student 
participation in Physical Education. in spite of their degree of embarrassment. They may 
need to enroll because the course is scheduled against another \\·hich is less preferable for 
various reasons than the Physical Education course; they may have been participating 
because they were more strong!y influenced by ether factors such as the socialization. the 
awareness of the benefits of Physical Education, enjoyment of the activities~ or, they may 
be following a basic tendency of human nature to choose the easiest way out and select a 
course which would be less demanding mentally than a more academic subject. In each 
of these cases the embarrassment might be minor compared to the advantages of doing 
Physical Education 
Today's schools do not appear to have adequate amounts of certain kinds of 
facilities and equipment necessary to otTer those activities in \vhich females have 
expressed an interest. It is a possibility that students were aware of the inadequacy of the 
facilities which were available to them, and they may have felt that in order to have a 
successful program they would need access to better facilities and equipment It may be 
tor this reason that many females chose not to enroll in Physical Education. 
These findings concur with Higgs et al.( 1987) and Hall and Richardson ( 1982). 
who indicated that the higher the grade, the less equipment and facilities were available. 
As a result, students may opt out of Physical Education classes. These studies also 
revealed that in Levels II and III. the problem of lack of equipment and facilities seemed 
to be the most acute. · Hall and Richardson noted that many of the schools did not have 
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the necessary equipment to ensure a qua~ity Physical Education program as pr~cribed by 
the Department of Education. 
It appeared that concern about lack of equipment and facilities \vas a deciding 
factor in female enrollment in Physical Education courses. .-\5 noted previously. female 
students have expressed interest in a number of activities \vhich were not traditionally 
offered in local high schools. Although Table 12 does not indicate a large discrc:pancy 
benveen the means of females enrolled and not enrolled, this tinding was based on a 
section of the questionnaire which dealt \Vith students' preferred activities (see Table 5) 
This research addressed whether the lack of female role models discourages 
female enrollment. The data suggested that this may not be a deciding factor for males 
. or females. A possible interpretation of this phenomenon might be that the role model;; 
to which females were most often exposed were male, and therefore females did not 
demand female role models to influence them to participate in Physical Educ<!tion. 
Instead, they may have tended to accept the male sports figures ::15 role models for 
themselves ~:[oreover, this did not appear to be a deciding factor in \vhy females enroll 
to a lesser extent than males. 
This appears to contradict the findings of Dahlgren ( 1988) who felt that media 
may have an effect on female participation in sport and physical activity by stressing 
w·hich activities were appropriate f~:>r females and which were not She stated that 
females only got 10% of sports coverage in the media. With the media's attention 
focused on male achievement, females may be discouraged from participation. 
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Bims (I 976) indicated that males \vere encouraged to participate in sports 
because of role models; hm.\:ever, there ""·ere few role mo<!ets for females, and 
consequer.rly, few females participated in sports. This finding, also, is in contradiction to 
the results of the present study. 
Non-participating female students were strongly aware of the lack of influential 
role models for girls in sports and Physical Education. The mass media perpetuates this 
disadvantage by focusing .Jn male-dominated sports, to the extent that female 
respondents envisioned males when asked to think of sports celebrities. Students felt that 
they had relatively few female teachers as role models to counteract this tendency. More 
females would sign up for Physical Education if f~male instructors were available. This 
would result in a snowball effect in registration. as many felt that they would be more 
.... , 
likely to parti..::ipate if their friends -particularly other females -were participating. 
An interesting tinding which came from this area of the questionnaire was the 
indication that males were not greatly influenced by role models in sports and athletics. 
The high means for both males and females suggest that neither group felt a strong 
intluence from role models, but the influence on males \Vas even less than or. females. A 
possible interpretation of this might be that females were looking for female role models 
but were finding very few of them available who could encourage female students to 
participate in athletics. i\'fales, conversely, may have been less concerned than females 
with the influence of role models because they would possibly participate even without 
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such an influence and were not concerned since there \i.·ere so many male role rn~.)dels for 
them ro follow. 
The findings of the present sr.tdy showed that gender discrimination \Vas a factor 
in the decision of rr:clily females not to enroll in Physical Education. Thi;; may stem from 
the fact that most of the activities offered in Physical Education courses were male-
oriented. Females :nay have felt that males were being favored by this and that female 
participation \Vas valued less. 
Several researchers, such as Dahlgren ( 1988), Lenskyj (I 986 ). and Malumphy 
( 1971), have looked at the concept of gender discrimination, and gener<!lly concluded 
that females were treated differently than males. Such differential treatment results in 
females being made to fee! inferior to males. This phenomenon results in females being 
viewed in a different perspective. The results of the present study support the findings of 
these earlier researchers. 
Most of the research to date has reported that a higher proportiun of adolescent 
fem~les than males chose not to participate in sport and Physical Education (Hall & 
Richardson, 1982). The development of basic skills and satisfactory tit ness levels in sex-
segregated Physical Education classes may be a necessary first step for many adolescent 
females. [tis clear, however, that females \vho are skilled and fit enjoy participation in 
Physical Education and deserve the same or equivalent opportunities to do so as their 
male counterparts, whether through co-educational or single-sex programs. 
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The females \Vho were enrolfeci in Physical Education expressed a higher degree 
of concern over hygiePe than the non-enrolled students. This suggests that being in the 
Physical Education class presents particular hygiene concerns to the female student. It is 
perhaps understandable that the non-enrolled female student would demonstrate a lo,ver 
level of concern in this area, as she \Vas not in the situation. It is quite possible that she 
had chosen not to enroll because of these very concerns. 1 he Ottawa Board of Education 
(1986), in a sur1ey of"Students' Attitudes Toward Physical Education," found that 
females did not participate in Physical Education because they did not want to get dirty. 
were more interested in being pretty and popular. and felt that certain activities made 
them unfeminine. It may be that female students in the Avalon North area. as in the 
Ottawa area, did not want to get dirty and sweaty and were more concerned with being 
pretty and well-groomed. 
In general , females found problems with the lack of adequate changing facilities 
in high schools. As well, there was not enough time to change between classes and no 
opportunity to shower after physical activity. Many of the female respondents expressed 
the opinion that active participation resulted in them being unattractive because they 
were sweaty and their hair was messy. It was also felt by many that the time spent 
participating in Physical Education classes could be spent more usefully in other areas of 
school life. This corresponded with findings from the review of literature which revealed 
that females have more social problems with Physical Education than males. From pre-
school years, females are conditioned by society to behave in certain "female" ways. 
This translates into an aversion to S\veating. ~ough play, and competition. as well as a 
disinterest in sports and an image of females as weak and non-aggressive. 
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In relation to other themes examined in this study. the mean scores on the theme 
of previous experience \vere .:omparative!y low for all groups These results suggested 
that generally both female and male respondents felt atTected by their prior Physical 
Education experiences, and that the effects appeared to have !llade a difference as to 
whether or not they -:hose to enroll in high school Physical Education. It is perhaps 
understandable that the Level Ili students had the highest mean score and the Level I 
students had the lowest. This no doubt reflected the fact that the older students had the 
greater amount of past experiences in Physical Education classes on which to base their 
responses. It may be necessary, in future studies, to look more closely at the prior 
experiences of students with a view to determining the nature of those experiences and 
their specific effects on students' future choices in Physical Education 
In the area of previous experience, there were several concerns expressed by 
students. These were: concerns about being made fun of due to low ability in junior high 
school; a poor Physical Education program in elementary and junior high school; and 
self-perceived lack of coordination. Earl and Stennett (I 987) examined student 
d:ssatisfaction with past experiences as a reason for not enrolling in Physical Education 
classes. Their results suggested program changes be implemented to encourage students 
to enroll in Physical Education. They suggested: offering a recreational activities course, 
changing the marking system by giving priority to the mark allotment for effort rather 
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than skill, allowing students to enroll \\lith students of similar attitude and abilities. and 
encouraging ieachers to attempt to enitance student self-concept. Eari and Stennett 
suggested that prac!ices in high school Physical Education classes did nm: meet the needs 
of all high school students, resulting in declining enrollments. 
Another theme identified for study was that of social factors. Females reported 
that they did not like the idea of co-educational classes and that they had experienced a 
lack of positive intluence from parent!: or guardians. They reported seeing few chances 
to learn to get along \Vith other people in Physical Education classes, and they believed 
that not all Physical Education activities \Vere fun. Sex-role stereotyping \vas also an 
important theme in this area. 
Se:,-role stereotyping has been studied by numerous researchers (Kidd. 1983: 
Hall & Richardson. 1982; Birns, 1976; Snyder & Spreitzer, 1975; Montemayor, i 974; 
Shaver, 1974; Rosenthal & Jacobson. 1968). These researchers generally conclude that 
sex-w.e stereotyping is prevalent not only in society in general, but also within the realm 
cf sport and physical activity. 
Based on the tindings of the present study. it was concluded that both male and 
female students felt that sex-role stereotyping existed in their Physical Education 
programs. The high mean scores for females in Levels I and II appeared to indicate that 
these students had been subjected to the etTects of sex-role stereotyping. In the school 
setting, this may translate into males and females being treated differentl)~\o'ith the 
likelihood of males getting their preferred choices in activities as \vel! as receiving 
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preferential treatment_ :\..s a result of this, females could feel themsdv~ treated as 
inferiors_ At Levels I and It the ::neans for female students enrolled in Physical 
Education were higher than for females not enrolled_ Ho,..-e,·er. when the overall mean 
scores ben.veen females panicipatin~ and fe::nales :lot participating were compared. very 
linle difference was seen_ This may indicate that this social factor et aL are not 
contributary to whether or not femaies enroll in Physical Education. It appears. however, 
that the female students who are enrolled. particularly at Levels I anJ H. have been 
intluenced by this theme_ There is a clear difference between the enrolled and non-
enrolled students on this question at these levels. A possible explanation of this outcomt: 
may be that non-participants have opted to avoid the situation on tht: basis of social 
factors. and may have produced even higher means had they been enrolled. If this \•,;ere 
true, then more input should l:le sought from prospective female Physical Education 
students. This is clearly an issue which needs to be studied further. 
The results on this theme of social factors present one possible implicatiOn for 
physical educators. They may need to look at the kinds of choices offered to female 
studen~ in Physical Education classes. For example, it is possibte that females would 
respond more positively if they were given the opportunity to work with friends, 
especially if they had similar skill abiiities. This would enable them to feel more 
comfortable and less threatened in the class situation. To this end, teachers might make 
concerted efforts to ensure that students have input into such aspects as selection of 
activities, individualized programming, and group projects and activities 
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From a sumrrary of studies reviewed, it appeared that peers have the greatest 
influence on students during school years. However, teachers and coaches also serve as 
significant socializing agents during adolescence. S•1ch findings have particuiar impact 
upon Physical Education, since they demonstrate that social systems other than the 
school arc primarily responsible for socializing women into sports. 
[n the design of the pr~ent study. it was consic!ered that dislike of the teaching 
methods employed might be 0n~ of the possible reasons for female non-participation in 
Physical Education courses. This may result from dissatisfaction \vith the high level of 
physical activity and competition demanded within the classes, combined with lack of 
opportur.ity for individual playing time and attention. In the opinion of a number of the 
females in this study, Physical Education courses were tailored for an elite group of 
students. 
The findings are similar to those of other researchers who hav~ studit>d this area. 
They have concluded that teachers' personal qualities and their classroom practices 
influence student perceptions and enjoyment of Physical Education. A number of 
researchers, including Rice ( 1988) and Csikszentmiha:yi and i\tcCormack ( [ 986), have 
noted the positive and negative effects of teacher attitudes and behaviors on students. 
If the teacher is liked and the teaching style is perceived favorably by students, it 
would logically fo{iow that students would be more likely to enroll in future Physical 
Educ:ltion c_ourses. Conversely, enrollment can be negatively affected if the reacher is 
disliked by students because of either the teacher·s personal qualities or teaching style. 
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However., based on the data from the present study. there appeared to be little difference 
between the females enrollfd and the females not enrolled on the matter of teaching 
methodology. This suggested that teaching methodology w:IS not a deciding factor in 
whether females enrolled or not 
To ensure that students are not negativdy atlected by teacher behaviours. teachers 
should make every attempt possible to interact \Vith each student individually and should 
treat all students equally. Positive student attitudes toward the teacher may likely be 
translated into positive attitudes toward the subject matter. Consequently, it would 
appear that the teacher has an important role to play in changing negative perceptions of 
Physir:al Education, and encouraging students to continue with Physical Education. By 
displaying qualities that are viewed positively by the students, the teacher creates an 
environment that encourages student enrollment in non-compulsory Physical Education. 
Timetable contlict was another theme considered in non-enrollment. The 
reiatively high overall mean scores on this theme v.-ere an indication that timetable 
conflicts were a concern for students. This \vas supported by the tindings of the Ottawa 
Board of Education ( 1985-86) which expressed concern about declining enrollment of 
females in Physical Education, and the interests and feelings of adolescents toward 
Physical Education. The need for a more flexible timetable was a major finding of the 
report. 
The findings in the present study indicated that a majority of students, both male 
and female, were concerned with timetable conflicts in high school, because the averag'! 
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means of aH respondents \vere high. One possible explanation may be that many students 
are under pressure of time to complete a particular program. Because Physical Education 
has been relegated to non-c0mpulsory status, and due to low overall school enrollments 
and consequent low staffing levels, student priorities are likely to be placed in other 
curriculum areas in order to complete required programs. Schools are unable to provide 
a wide range of courses. Therefore students '11ay be forced to take subjects which fulfill 
the requirements for their chosen programs rather than personal enrichment courses such 
as Physic.JI Education. However, \vhen the results were compared bet\veen females 
enrolled and females not enrolled. very little difference was obser ..;ed. As a result, it may 
be: concluded that timetable conflicts are not a deciding factor for females enrolling in 
Phvsicat Education. 
Physic:1l Education Activities Preferred by Student! 
Students were asked hmv they felt about having certain activities in their Physical 
Education program. Their responses to this section of the questionnaire were ranked in 
order of preference, and are displayed in Tables 5, 6, and 7 (See Appendix A). The mean 
of responses for each a'::tivity was used to determine student satisfaction or dissatisfaction 
with course offerings. The results of this section were broken down by four categories: 
females enrolled in Physical Education. females not enrolled, males enrolled, and male.; 
not enrolled. 
Females enrolled in ~hysical Education stated that they would most like to take 
pan in skating. badminton, dance, S\vimming, aerobics, bowling, cross-country skiing. 
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gyrnnasucs, volleyball and tenni::;._ They sho\ved littie interest in golf, football. \\Testling. 
boxing. broomball. fencing. tield hockey. cross-country running. curling and handbalL 
Females not enrolled preferred skating. S\vimming. b:tdminton. \"OIIeyball. dar :c:. 
softball. aerobics. basketbalL ice hockey and cross-country skiing. They were 
disinterested in golt~ boxing. wresting, football, broomball, fencing. handball. cross-
country running, archery and r..1gby. 
The males who were enrolled preferred archery, weight training. baseball, 
boxing, floor hockey, ice hockey, softball. basketball, \Vrestling. football and swimming. 
However, they felt that aerobics, dance, gol( gymnas~ics, cross-country r.mning, 
brcomball. handball, racquetball. tennis and curling were lea.~t de"'irable. 
Among the males who \vere nC't enrolled in Physical Education, the activities most 
preferred were ice hockey, tloor hockey, baseball, softball, skating. weight training, 
football, basketball. boxing and archery. The !ess preferred activities were aerobi..:s, 
dane'!, golf. gymnastics, cross-country running. broomball, fencing, handball, curling and 
racquetbalL 
An analysis of the responses from males and females enrolled indicated a 
fundamental difference bet\..,·een the genders with regard to preferred activitit.-s. Even 
females who are enrolled were not pleased with the activitie$offered, which suggests that 
it is not surprising that many females choose not to enroll . This begs the question of why 
those females who enroll choose to do so. There mu..c;t be other powerful motivators 
which entice female students to enter Physical Education courst!s. These may bP 
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timetable factors, which may influence the student to enroll because there may be no 
other course~ or no preferable course, offered in that panicular time slot~ and indeed there 
may be those students who probably value Physical Education for other reasons. 
Several interesting findings may be interpreted !rom the daca regarding males and 
females not enrolled: the activities were generally ranked in a similar order by both 
enrolled and non-enrolled males and females. By comparing the top one-thirc:! of the 
activities between genders it could be seen that females appeared to favor more 
movement activities and some team sportS. ~vlales showed a greater preference for team 
and b<:ll sports with linle preferences for movement oriented activities. Similar r~ults 
were fc.und by the Carleton Bodfd of Education ( 1987) which reported that males 
preferred game sports such as hockey and football, while females preferred jazz end 
aerobic activities. The bottom one-third of the ranked list of activities also indicated that 
males least preferred gymnastics, dance, golf and aerobics, while females least preferred 
football, wrestling, boxing and golf Interestingly, most of these last few activities are 
typically seen as being dominated by one gender, and these stereotypical patterns may be 
reflected ;n the students' choices. 
The notion that students may gravitate toward stereotypical activity choices based on 
. gender is one which has been investigated by Dahlgren (1988). She concluded that 
females are socialized to believe they are not capable of succeeding at physical activity, 
that many fo-ms of physical activity are inappropriate for them; and that competence in 
physicallctivity is not as important for them as it is for male peers. As a result of this, 
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females often fail to develop their full potential, and tend to conform to gender-specific 
sex-role standards. 
Summary of Analysis of Research Themes 
Of al! ll factors, embarrassment was the strongest negative factor for females 
enrolled (See Tables II & 20). This may be due to feelings of inadequacy with reg:ud to 
knowledge, skills or physical development. A pt>culiar characteristic of Physical 
Education programs is the team- oriented nature of many activities. Such activities often 
requ~re from individual studt!nts a level of knO\vledge and skill which many may not feel 
they possess. The expectations of classmates and teachers might contribute to a stressful 
situation v.lhich in tum causes embarrassment for the student. The gymnasium is also a 
place in which students are expected to wear clothing that may be more revealing of 
physical appearanct: than is usually worn in school. For many females, this may be a 
iequirement which causes embarrassment. It is interesting to note that those female 
students who were participating expressed the greatest levels of embarrassment. Further 
studies need to be conducted into the reasons why embarrassment is such a prevalent 
condition among participating females. 
Maclntosh, King and Greenham (1978) found that young people avoided 
situations where they might be compared unfavorably with their more skillful peers. Earl 
and Stennett ( 1983) found that females were more likely than males to describe 
themselves as overweight, and many suffered_ from low self-esteem. Butcher ( 1976) 
found that female non-seh:ctors reported a lack of confidence i.n their physical ability, 
and in a later study Butcher ( 1983) asserted that young females may not be willing to 
subject themselves to activities in \vhich they feel incompetent. 
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[t is interesting to see that of the significant factors, the notion of discrimination 
on the basis of gender did not appear to be an important issue for female high school 
students in the ANISB. Furthermore, concerns over a\vareness ofbenetits, facilities and 
equipment and timetable conflicts were seen to have no significant influence on \vhether 
or not females choose to enroll in Physical Education. The asterisk beside items in 
Tables 20 and 21 Si!,>nify that these items were significant. 
For the purposes of this srudy, the theme "Social Factors" included the influence 
of peers, coaches, teachers and significant others. Related to this, Rice ( 1988) found that 
70% of students liked Physical Education because they liked the teacher. However, 
Csikszentmihalyi and McCormack ( 1986) found that the positive qualities of teachers 
were sometimes viewed negatively because they were seen as being displayed only to 
encourage students to like the teacher. 
In light of the findings presented in Table 21, it may be concluded that there is a 
problem with the relationships between teachers and students, possibly stemming from 
the teaching methods employed. This effect would also appear to flow over into the 
theme "Teaching i\lethodology". 
The results seem to indicate that the males surveyed did not consider awareness 
of the benefits of Physical Education to be a positive reason to enrolL This would appear 
to be contrary to the findings ofi'vlaclntosh, King and Greenharn ( 1978), who reported 
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that even though they had decided not to take Physical Education, young people 
generally expressed positive attitudes toward physical activity, and indicated that sports 
\vere an important aspect of their school and community life. 
It may be concluded that the males surveyed showed little concern for the 
possibility of being discriminated against. Clearly, this finding supports research by 
several \\Titers (Basow & Spinner, 1984 ~ Lenskyj, 1986; and Dahlgren, 1988) which 
found that males were generally favored in the realm of sports and Physical Education. 
Implications for Practice 
Several implications can be drawn from the present study. The most obvious of these 
is that the effect of embarrassment needs to be minimized for the female student in high 
school Physical Education classes. This must begin in the lower grades and be reinforced 
through subsequent years. There are many ways of accomplishing this end, and many 
aspects which should be considered. 
Situations should be provided in which the student can participate at her own level 
and where competition and failure are minimized. Non-competitive activities should be 
offered more than competitive ones. Ideally, competition should be against oneself 
rather than against classmates. However, if and when interpersonal competition is 
necessary, situations should be arranged where students are grouped homogeneously with 
regard to skill levels. In this way, one student's failure is not a large consideration and 
will not impact on the other students. Success should be fostered and applauded, and a 
positive self-image would be built through careful, deliberate effort. Because, for many 
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physical activities and sports, skill de'.ielopment can not be overlooked, it is important to 
shift the emphasis on development of such skills to the primary and elementary grades. 
Younger children seem considerably less concerned with self-image and embarrassment, 
and are quite adept at learning new physical skills through practice and drill. If this is 
done, high school courses are free to offer more activities of a fitness and personal-
development nature. 
Physical Education teachers, and teachers in general, should be made aware of 
adolescent students' heightened sensitivity regarding self-image. In concert with a 
guidance counselor, the Physical Education teacher should work at developing the 
student's inner self along with physical attributes. All females felt that hygiene \Vas a 
significant factor in determining whether or not they enrolled in Physical Education 
classes. Hygiene was a significant factor for males as well. One suggestion to alleviate 
th':! problem of hygiene '.Vould be to have adequate showering and changing facilities 
within a school. It would be advantagecus t0 have Physical Education classes end at 
recess time, lunch time, and at the end of the day to provide time for females to shower 
and groom themselves. Finally, there is a need to have sessions with females about 
titness activities and involvement in Physical Education classes during menstruation. 
This can be conducted by either the school nurse or by a doctor. Such educational 
sessions should be continuous throughout the school years, providing greater detail and 
more in-depth discussions as students mature. 
Suggestions for Further Research 
The following are recommended areas for funher research: 
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1. That a similar study be conducted in high schools in other school boards within 
the province ofNe\'l;foundland and Labrador. 
2. Funher studies need to be completed on students in junior high. and elementary 
schools to determine if similar problems occur and what can be done to alleviate the 
decline in enrollment for females. 
3. A more detailed study needs to be conducted on each of the problem areas 
identified in this study, especially that of embarrassment among panicipating females, in 
order that more in-depth treatment of each can be achieved. 
4. The Avalon Nonh Integrated School Board needs to look into these findings and 
try to come up with better solutions as to how females can become involved in Physical 
Education classes. 
5. A study needs to be conducted to examine the phenomenon of non-enrollment by 
students who express an awareness of the bendits of physical activity yet are not 
panicipating. 
6. It would be of considerable imponance to examine the types of experience~ 
students are exposed to in Physical Education classes prior to high school and the effects 
of such experiences on the decision to enroll in high school Physical Education courses. 
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Conclusion 
The results of this study indicated that there are a variety of reasons why there is a 
low enrollment of females in Physical Education classes in the Avalon North Integrated 
School Board. The accompanying recommendations provide information that wiH ussist 
female and male students, adm!nistrators, research~rs. and other interested parties, in 
stmcturing sport programs and support services to provide the maximum opportunities 
and hopefully optimize more participation by females into Physical Education classes. 
The information on student likes and dislikes regarding activities in Physical 
Education courses should allow for greater cohesion bet\vet::n course design on the one 
hand and student interests on the other. It makes sense to consult the students 
themselves, as they are the ultimate users of the Physical Education curriculum. Student 
suggestions as to program changes ought to be considered an important component of 
curriculum development. 
The information may assist Physical Education teachers, school admi:'listrators, 
school board and departmental personnel, and re.,earchers in structuring programs that 
provide ma'\imum opportunities for females to participate in Physical Education classes. 
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Appendix A 
Physical Education Questionnaire 
School of Physical Education 
Questionnaire 
Section 1 Instructions 
Plea5e use a pencil to record your response on the answer sheet \Ve have prm:ided. 
Mark only one response to each question. 
Please find the area on the lett of side one of the ~lEMORIAL UNIVERSITY 
ANSWER SHEET and fill in the following: 
-Name 
-Birth Date 
-Sex 
-Grade 
In order to fill out your height and weight, go to the section titled 
IDENTIFICATION NUi\'IDER. For weight use columns A, B, and C. For example if 
your weight is 132 pounds, you should pencil in the 1 in cclurnn A, the 3 in column B 
and the 2 in column C. 
2 
3 
4 
A 
0 
0 
0 
0 
B 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
0 
0 
0 
0 
For height, use columns land J. Convert your height to inches For example 
if you are 5' 8", then you are 68 inches tall. You then pencil in the 6 in column I and 
the 8 in column J. I J 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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If you have answered the above. please proceed to question #: 1. 
SURVEY OF PID.SiCAL EDUC.-\ TION ENROLLMENT OF HIGH SCHOOLS 
lN AVALON NORTH INTEGR-\ TED SCHOOL BOARD 
Section A 
I. Are you taking Physical Education II 00 this year? 
Yes I . No 2. 
2. Have you taken Physicai Education 1100? 
Yes I. No 2. 
3. Are you taking Physical Education 2100 this year? 
Yes 
4. Have you taken Phys:cal Education 2100? 
5. 
Yes 
Are you taking Physical Education 3100 this year? 
Yes 
6. Have you taken Physical Education 31 00? 
Yes 
7. Are you taking part in intramura1s or sport clubs 
~his year? 
8. Are you playin3 on any school teams this year? 
Yes 
9. Have you played on schooi teams before? 
I. No 2. 
---
I. No ___ .., 
I. No 2. 
I. No ____ 2. 
I . No 2. 
I . No 2. 
Yes I. No. 2. 
10. Are you involved in any physical activities, sport or recreational activities 
this year? Yes l. No. 2. 
II. Do you have any medical conditions that restrict you from taking part in physical 
activity? 
Yes l. No ___ 2 . . 
12. Does your father/guardian take part in any sports or other fitness activtties? 
Yes __ i. No 2. 
13 . Does your mother/guardian take part in any sports or other fitness activities? 
Yes I. No 2. 
14. Docs your school require you to take one Physical Education course in high 
school? 
Yes l. No 2. 
Section B 
The activities listed below are often included in the Physical Education program. 
For each activity indicate how much you \vould like that activity in your Physical 
Education program. A LOT- "5": SOME- "4": UNDECIDED- "3" 
NOT i\'fUCH- "2": NOT AT ALL-" 1 ": 
Make sure you follow the arrows to ensure that all ans,,:ers are recorded. 
15. Tennis 31. Soccer 
16. Softball .. ., J-. __ Cross-Country skting 
17. Volleyball ..... __ Archery ..:u . 
tS. Golf 34. __ Wrestling 
19. Bowling 35. _ _ Boxing 
20. Football 36. Aerobics 
2l. Swimming 37. _ _ Gymnastics 
22. Basketball 3S. __ Weight T raining 
., .. 
_J . Ice Hockey 39. Dance 
24. Baseball 40. Badminton 
., - Field Hockey 4 1. Curlin•T _) _ 
-- 0 
26. Floor Hockey 42. Broom ball 
27. __ Cross-Country running 43. Handball 
28. Fencin" 0 44. _ _ Orienteering 
29. Track & Field 45. __ Skating 
30. Racquetball 46. _ _ Rugby 
'!.· -· ; . ... 
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Section C 
On a scale of one to five. how '\.VOuld you rate the following? Please circle the number 
that best represents your opinion. 
STRONGLY AGREE- "1": AGREE- ,.2": UNDECIDED- "3": DISAGREE-
"4"; STRONGLY DISAGREE- "5" 
47. Physical Education is for the more athletically inclined. ., ~ 4 5 .) 
48. The teaching methods in Physical Education class make 
the class enjoyable. 2 3 4 5 
49. We don't have adequate facilities to provide more activities. 2 ~ 4 5 _, 
50. Physical Education classes embarrass me because of my 
poor skill level. 2 3 4 5 
51. I like the activities taught in High School Physical Education. 2 3 4 5 
-? 
'-· 
There are too many written tests in Physical Education classes. 2 3 4 5 
53. I don't get to play enough in Physical Education clc:tss. ., ~ 4 5 .) 
54. Phys:cal Education is one of the more important ~ubjects in 
helping to learn and practice acceptable rules of behavior with 
other people. 2 3 4 5 
55. Females get all the attention in Physical Education class. 2 ... 4 5 .) 
56. The school does not provide adequate changing facilities 
for personal hygiene. 2 3 4 5 
-... Physical Education classes are too physically demanding. 2 ... 4 5 ) ' · .) 
58. Physical Education classes teach me how to keep my 
body in good physical condition. 2 3 4 5 
59. I do not take Physical Education because we do not have 
adequate playing areas. 2 3 4 s 
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60. People made fun of me in Physical Education classes in junior high. 
As a result. I don't want to take Physical Education anymore. I 2 ~ 4 5 _, 
61. I believe that I will be made fun of if I participate in 
Physical Education class. 2 ... 4 5 _, 
62. [ did not have a good Physical Education program in 
elementary school. 2 ... 4 5 _, 
63 . I do not like co-educational Physical Education classes 
(males and females combined). 2 ... 4 5 _, 
64. Females are often the last to be picked when playing teams sports. 2 ... 4 5 _, 
65. We have enough individual activities taught in physical 
education class, i.e. table tennis, archery, etc. 2 3 4 5 
66. Physical Education conflicts with another subject 
that I prefer to take. 2 3 4 5 
67. 1 do not take Physical Education because of my physical 
development during adolescence. 2 ... 4 5 J 
68. I would take Physical Education if I had a female physical 
education teacher rather than a male teacher. 2 ... 4 5 -~ 
69. Vigorous physical activity works off harmful strong feelings 
such as anger. 2 3 4 5 
70. I \vould take Physical Education if my friends \verc taking it. 2 ... 4 5 _, 
71. [ don't like Physical Education because I can't make decisions 
regarding the activities taught. 2 ... _, 4 5 
72. ! had good Physical Education classes in junior high school. 2 ... 4 5 _, 
73 . I think Physical Education classes have too much 
competition. 2 .. 4 5 _, 
74. I don't like the way I look in gym clothes. 2 3 4 5 
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75. My fatheriguardian encourages me more than my mother/guardian 
to take Phy:;ical Education. 1 .., .. 4 5 .) 
76. I take Physical Education because it raises my overall 
average on my report card. 2 3 4 5 
77. Physical Education conflicts with another course which is 
required for graduation. .., . ... 4 5 .) 
78. I am embarrassed to take Physical Education because of my 
physical size. .., 3 45 
79. There are not enough "leisure time" (lifelong) activities 
taught in Physical Education. e.g. golf. curling, etc. .., .. 4 ; w .) 
80. I don't like Physical Education because I get sweaty and then 
have to go to another class. .., 3 4 5 
81. Females often complain when they don't play the sports they like. ., .. 4 5 .) 
82. We haven't enough Physical Education/sport equipment in lhe school 
for the students. I 2 3 4 5 
83 . Cooperating with other students should be stressed m 
Physical Education clac;s. 2 .. 4 5 .) 
84. Exercise taken regulariy is good for one's general health. .., .. _, 4 5 
35. Physica! Education classes are poor in chances to learn how to 
get along with other people. 2 .. _, 4 5 
86. Physical Education class is a waste of time in improving health. 2 .. .) 4 5 
87. Time spent in dressing, showering, and playing in physical 
education class could be more valuable if spent in other ways. 1 2 ... .) 4 5 
88. Meeting and playing with others in some Physical Education 
activity is fun. 2 3 4 5 
89. \Ve have adequate facilities in which Physical Education classes 
are conducted. 2 ... .) 4 s 
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90. I don't take Physical Education because it messes up my hair 
and makes me look unattractive to the opposite sex. ., ... 4 5 .J 
91. Our equipment is out of date. We need modern equipment 2 ... .J 4 5 
92. If I have to make a choice between an academic course and 
Physical Education, then I would choose Physical Education 
because it gives me a much needed break from the academics. 2 3 4 5 
93 . My school has adequate shower as well as changing facilities. 2 ... 4 5 .J 
94. When I think of a sports celebrity, a male sports figure 
immediately comes to my mind. ., ... .J 4 5 
95. I haven't got enough coordination to participate in physical 
education classes. ., ... 4 5 .J 
96. There is not enough media coverage for female athletes. .... ~ 5 ~ .J 
97. 1 do not take Physical Education because it conflicts with 
· another course I need for post secondary education. 2 ... 4 5 .) 
98 . I would like to see more females parti<.ipating in Physical Education 
classes. I ., ... -+ 5 .J 
99. \Ve spend too much time on testing sport skills in 
Physical Education class. 2 3 -l 5 
roo. Females are often left out of the play especially playing teams 
sports such as basketball or volleybalL l\;fales have a tendency 
to pass the ball to males. 2 3 :~ 5 
10 l. I would rather take Physical Education classes that only have 
males in one class and females in the other. 2 ... 4 5 .) 
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Appendix B 
Letter to Superintendent 
I-lO 
Dear Sir: 
I \'l.·ould like to request your approval for the collection of data in schools cf the 
A val on North Integrated School Board as part of my thesis for my Master of Physical 
Education Degree. The main purpose of this study is to determine the reasons why fewer 
females than males participate in Physical Education II 00, 2100, and 3100. 
In order to obtain this information, I would like to survey a sample of high 
school students from the following schools: Ascl!nsion Collegiate, Bay Roberts; E.J. 
Pratt, Brownsdale; Carbonear Collegiate, Carbonear; Holy Trinity, Heart's Content; 
St. George·s, New Harbour; Holy Trinity, Norman's Cove; Persalvic, Victoria; 
Jackson Walsh, Western Bay; and Whitbourne Central High, Whitbourne. In this 
regard, I would appreciate your permission to approach high school principals for their 
help in administering a 20-30 minute questionnaire to student.5 in levels I, II. and III. It 
is hoped that the results of the study will help formulate recommendations that will 
improve the present situation and c:ncourage greater participation by females in high 
school Physical Education courses in the Avalon North Integrated School Board 
I am enclosing a copy of the questionnaire for your approval. I am hoping to 
carry out the survey in November of 1993, and l would appreciate a reply at your 
earliest convenience. 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Sincerely yours, 
Fran cis Power 
Epiphany Elementary 
Heart's Delight 
Thesis Supervisor 
Dr. Colin Higgs 
Dept. of Physical Education 
Memorial Univers!tv 
Appendix C 
Rese1rcher' s Introductory Letter 
i·H 
- . 
i -H 
Researcher's lntroducton· Letter 
I am a graduate student from ~femorial University of~e\\1oundland and I am 
doing research to complete my :\lasters Thesis. This research consists of a questionnaire 
which you will fill out today. Your responses on the questionnaire are confidential and 
\viii be- seen only by me. The questionnaire is designed to investigate why sn:dents in 
level l, Level II, and leve! III decide to participate or not to participate in Physical 
Educi.!tion 1 i 00, 2100 and/or 3100. I would encourage you to work independently \""hile 
tilling out the questionnaires. 
This questionnaire is part of a research project that I am in\·olved in as a graduate 
student at Memorial University of Ne\vfoundland. It is aimed at finding out why 
students' do not take Physical Education classes. Please ans\ver the questions completely 
as the information will provide insight into \vhy 3tudents are not taking Physical 
Education classes. 
Your participation is on a voluntary basis, and your anonymity is guaranteed. 
Francis J. PO\\•er 
Graduafe Student 
Appendix D 
Student Feedback Form 
l-'3 
Please respond to the following questions in the space provided: 
I) Are there any statements that you do not understand? If so, what statements? 
Please mark the ~nes by placing an asterisk besides the statement(s). 
2) What are your feelings about the general structure of the questionnaire? 
3) Do you find any question(s) difficult to respond to? If so, give the# of the 
statement below. 
l.U 
4) Are there any statements that are inappropriate in determining why you decided 
to enroll or not enroll in Physical Education classes? State the # below. 
5) Are there any -statements that have not been included in the questior.naire, that 
need to be addressed? If so, please add them beiO\v. 
Appendix E 
Letters to Principals 
l.S5 
Dear Principal: 
I would like to request your approv;1l for the collection of data from students in 
your school as pan of my thesis for my ~'laster of Physical Education Degree. The main 
purpose of this study is to determine the reasons why fewer females than males 
participate in Physical Education II 00, Physical Education 2100, and Physical Education 
3100. 
ln order to obtain the information it is necessary to survey high school students, 
participants and non-participants, both male and female. The survey consists of a 20-30 
minute questionnaire to be administered to students in Levels I, IL and III. It is hoped 
that the results of the study will bring forth recommendations that will improve the 
present situation and encourage greater participation by females in high school Physical 
Education courses. 
lam enclosing a copy of the questionnaire which I will administer myself. I am 
hcpmg to carry out the survey in November, 1993. 
We will contact you in a few days to see if you have any questions or if there are 
any points that need clarification. 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Sincerely yours, 
Fran cis Power 
. Epiphany Elementary 
Heart's Delight 
Thesis Supervisor 
Dr. Colin Higgs 
Dept. of Physical Education 
l\·{emorial University 
Appendix F 
Directions to Principals 
l.J7 
!~8 
Dear Principal: 
This is to advise you that I will be unable to be present at your school during the 
administration of my questionnaire. In order to properly administer the questionnaire, 
the guide I ines given below should be followed. I would greatly appreciate it if you 
would set aside some time to go over these procedures with those teachers who will be 
conducting the questionnaire sessions: 
Please ensure that there are sufficient copies of the questionnaire and the scanning 
sheet for all students. 
Allow up to thirty minutes fer students to complete the task. 
All answers are to be indicated in penciL 
The instructions for each section of the questionnaire needs to be explained 
carefully to the students, with time for questions from students regarding the instructions. 
Please make sure that all areas of the answer sheets are filled out, with no 
exceptions, up to #I 0 I. 
Collect all sheets after completion of the questionnaire and put them in an 
envelope, ready for pickup. 
Thank you for your valued cooperation in this regard. 
Sincerely, 
Francis Power 
Appt:ndi:< G 
Directions to Teachers 
t.t9 
150 . 
Dear Teacher, 
This is to advise you that [ \vill be unable to be present at your school during the 
administration of my questionnaire. In order to properly administer the questionnaire, 
the guidelines given below should be followed. I would greatly appreciate it if you 
would set aside some time to go over these procedures in preparation for the 
questionnaire sessions: 
Please ensure that there are sufficient copies of the questionnaire and the scanning 
sheet for all students. 
Allow up to thirty minutes for students to complete the task. 
All answers are to be indicated in pencil. 
The instructions for each section of the questionnaire need to be explained 
carefully to the students, with time for questions from students regarding the instructions. 
Please make sure that all areas of the answer shet!ts are filled out, with no 
exceptions. up to # l 0 1 . 
Collect all sheets after completion of the questionnaire and put them in an 
envelope, ready for pickup. 
Thank you for your valued cooperation in this regard. 
Sincerely, 
Fran cis Pov•er 
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Appendix H 
Tables of Enrollments for 1991 - 1994 
in Schools of the Avalon North Integrated School Board 
AsceMion Collegiate (Bav Roberts) 
. 
Male Female 
1fJCJJ-94 
Physical Education 1100 67 to 
Physical Education 2100 67 7 
Physical Education 3100 5M 13 
1992-93 
Physical Education l 100 3-t ~ 
Physical Education 2 100 22 5 
Physical F.ducation 3100 ., ,_ 12 
1991-92 
Physical Education l 100 -tO 13 
Physical Education 21 oo 27 9 
Ph! sical Education 3 l oo -to lO 
Carhoncar Colleeiate (Carbonear) 
Male F~male 
1993-9-t 
Physical Education 1100 15 7 
Physical Education 2100 -t6 19 
Physical Education 3100 .n IS 
1992-93 
Physical Education 1100 0 0 
Physical Education 2100 56 15 
Physical Education 3100 68 29 - . 
1991-92 
Physical Education 1100 15 2 
Physical Education 2100 13 10 
Physical Education 3100 15 Ill 
Total %Male 
77 -t6% 
7-t -t5% 
7( -t7% 
37 .., ... .,, .!..) tO 
27 27% 
6-t 37'Y,, 
53 29% 
36 (7% 
50 31'~'0 
Total %Male 
22 26'Yo 
65 88% 
60 7S'Yo 
0 0 
71 52% 
97 I 7')'\1, 
17 -'1% 
23 -t6'}';, 
25 -t5% 
1-, ,_
%Female 
8% 
6% 
10% 
2% 
-t% 
10% 
(()% 
7% 
60.1' 
,;, 
%Female 
1-t% 
-'5% 
37% 
0 
19% 
63% 
6% 
30% 
-tO% 
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E. J. Pr.ttt (Brownsdale) 
Male Female Total "1 .. Male %Female 
1993-9-' 
Physic:t.l Education 1100 lO 9 19 6'''i .... 82% 
Physical Eaucation 2l0l\ 3 ~ 7 ..JO'!{, 25'~··· 
Physical Education 3100 .t 
"' 
~ 5 ... ,,, .} / n 23% 
1992-93 
Physical Education 1100 15 3 ·~ 6M% 37'~·Q Physical Education 2 100 10 1"' 2-J 83 '!,~ 6-J% 
Physical Education 3100 ') 5 1-t 75'!·~· 2')% 
1991-92 
Physical Education 1100 12 ~ 20 lOll% 81J'Y., 
Physical Education 2100 7 1:! 19 :!lJ·~~ 67% 
Physical Education 3 IOU 0 0 0 ()'~:;, 0% 
Holv Trinih· (Heart's Content) 
. . 
Male Female Tot:tl •:;,, i\l:alc %Female 
1993-9-' 
Physical Education 1100 0 () 0 O'Y,. 0% 
Physical Education 2100 12 ~ 16 50% 31% 
Physical Education 3100 20 i 27 5tl'Y,, t 29% 
1992-93 
Physicai Education llOO 16 7 23 70% 511'!/o 
Physical Education 2100 23 - 3 26 55% 13% 
Physi.:al Education 3100 :5 6 ., . _, .t~% IIJ'Yo 
1991-92 
Physical Education 1100 I) I) II O'Y,, ll'Y .. 
Physical Education 2100 12 
"' 
16 3 ~1};, 13% 
Physical Education J.IOO 20 7 27 . 61% ..Jl% 
15-1 
St. Gcor.?:e•ll (New Harbour) 
... 
Male Female Total %Male % Femalt 
lCJIJJ-9-1 
Physical Education llUO 0 0 0 0% 0% 
Ph~·sical Education 2100 ~0 ~ ~"' 7~% ll% 
Physical Education 3100 II 6 17 18% 10% 
191J2-93 
Physical Educ:ttion I 100 9 7 16 17% 19% 
Physical Education 2100 13 3 16 26% 6% 
Physical Education 3100 ') 3 12 2-1% 6% 
1991-92 
Physical Education llOO 21 6 27 27"/o 8% 
Physical Education 2100 12 5 17 36% 10% 
Physical Education 3 lOO 11 3 u 61% 7% 
Hoi\" Trinitv (Norman's CO\·c) 
. . 
Male Female Total %Male %Female 
t993-9-l 
Physical Education 1100 2~ 2 26 65% 7% 
PhysjcaJ Education 2100 35 7 ~2 92% 37% 
Physic:tl Education 3100 20 ') . 2') 65% 50% 
1992-93 
Physical Education 1100 25 10 35 69% 53% 
Physical Education 2100 15 
-'- 19 ~7'Yo :!l!o/.; 
Physical Education 3100 18 12 JO 62% 52% 
1991-92 
Physical Education I ton 26 1-' ~0 8-'% 67% 
Physicai Educ:ttion 2100 25 13 38 ~6%. 59% 
Physical Education 3 HJO lO 7 17 63·~·· 32% 
-
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Persal,·ic {Victoria) 
Male Female Total 'Yo Male o/., Female 
1993-94 
Physiol Education 1100 10 ~ ·~ ~~·~·\, 17'Yu Physic:ll Education 2100 7 3 lll 27% 12'~/ .. 
Physiol Education 3100 1~ 5 l'J 5"'"' -/l) 19% 
1992-93 
Physiol Education 1100 l3 3 16 -'3~~;. 11%. 
Physiol Education 2100 10 3 13 37'~~. 1 4'Y., 
Physicai Education 3100 s '} 17 -tO%, 30'l'D 
1991-92 
Physical Education 1100 29 3 ~., ,_ 41% 13% 
Physical Education 21 oo 30 3 33 46'l1o 10% 
Physical Education 3 100 10 7 17 4 l•>l -,,, 2tJ'!I,, 
Jackson Walsh (Western Ba,·) 
-
Male Female Total %Male .. ;., Female 
1993-94 
Physical Education 1100 0 () 0 11'!/o II% 
Physical Education 21 0!) 8 
"' 
l2 'J2% 37'Yo 
Physical Education 31 oo 8 ; 13 65% 51l'Yu 
1992-93 
Physical Education L 100 ll l 12 61)'!1., 53% 
Physical Education 2100 13 ll H -t7'X, 211% 
Physical Education 31011 0 0 0 o•v., 0% 
1991-92 
Physical Education 1100 11 6 17 S_.'Yo 67% 
Physical Education 2100 0 () 0 M6% SIJ% 
Physical Education 3100 15 12 27 63% 32% 
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Wbitboume Hi:!h (Whitboume) 
Male Female T.>tal I %Male %Female 
1993-';4 
Ph~·~ical Education 110il L5 II 26 ' 65% i% 
Physical Education 21 oo 111 -l. 1-l. 92% 3i% 
Physical Education 3!00 11 -l. 15 65% 50% 
19<J2-'JJ 
Physical Education 1 Wfl 15 5 20 69% 53% 
Phy:;ical Education 2100 9 1 lO +i'Yo 20% 
Physical Edw:·..ttion 3100 ') 1 10 62% 52% 
1991-'J! 
Physic;Jl Education 1100 15 7 22 8+% 67% 
Physical Education 2100 1-l. i 21 86% 59% 
Physical Educ-.llion 3 100 0 0 () O'llo 0% 
Appendix I 
Analysis of Data 
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Related Questions in the survey 
Research areas Related Questions in Questionnaire 
I. Awareness of Benefits 54, 58, 69, 83, 84 
2. Curriculum 47, 51, 65, 71, 79, 
3. Embarrassment 50, 61, 67, 74, 78 
4. Facilities/equipment 49, 59, 82, 89, 91 
5. Few Role Modds 68, 70, 94, 96, 98 
6. HygieP.e Factors 56, 80, 87, 90, 93 
7. Previous Experience 60, 62, 72, 86, 95 
8. Socia! Factors 63, 75, 85, 88, 99 
9. Teaching 1\:fethodology 48, --, 
'-· 
53, 57, 73 
10. Timetable Conflicts 66, 76, 77, 92, 97 
II. Gender Discrimination 55, 64, 81, 100, 101 
- Awareness of Benefits 
54. Physical Education is one of the more important subjects in helping to learn and 
practice acceptable rules of behavior with other people. 
58. Physical Education classes teach me how to keep my body in good physical 
condition. 
69. Vigorous physical activity works off harmful strong feelings such as anger. 
83. Coope1ating with other students should be stressed in Physical Education class. 
84. Exercise taken regularly is good for one's general health. 
Curriculum 
47. Physical Education is for the more athletically inclined. 
51. I like the activities taught in High School Physical Education. 
65. \Ve have enough individual activities taught in Physical Education class, 1.e. 
table tennis, archery, etc. 
71. I don't like Physical EdtJcation because I can't make decisions regarding the 
activities taught. 
79. There are not enough "leisure time" (lifelong) activities taught in Physical 
Education, e.g., golf, curling, etc. 
Embarr:tssment 
50. Physical Education classes embarrass me because of my poor skill level. 
61. I believe that i ;:;ill be made fun of if I participate in Physical Education class. 
67. I do not take Physical Education because of my physical development during 
adolescence. 
74. I don't like the way I look in gym clothes. 
78. I am embarrassed to take Physical Education because of my physical size. 
Facilities/equipment 
49. \Ve don't have adequate facilities to provide more activities. 
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59. I do not take Physical Education because we do not have adequate playing areas. 
82. \Ve haven't enough Physical Education/sport equipment in the school or the 
students. 
89. \Ve have adequate facilities in which Physical Education classes are conducted. 
91. Our equipment is out of date. We need modem equipment. 
Few Role Models 
68. I would take Physical Education if I had a female Physical Education teacher 
rather than a male teacher. 
70. I would take Physical Education if my friends were taking it. 
94. \\'hen I think of a sports celebrity, a male sports figure immediat~ly comes to my 
mind. 
96. There is not enough media coverage for female athletes. 
98. I \vould like to see more females participating in Physical Education classes. 
Hygiene Factors 
56. The school does not provide adequate changing areas or person.al hygiene 
facilities. 
80. I don't like Physical Education bec?.use I get sweaty and then have to go to 
another class. 
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87. Time spent in dressing, showering, and playing in Physical Education class could 
be more valuable if spent in other ways. 
90. I don't take Physical Education because it messes up my hair and makes me 
look attractive to the opposite sex. 
93. My school has adequate shower as well as changing facilities. 
Previous Experience 
60. People made fun of me in Physical Education classes in junior high. As a result, 
don't want to take Physical Education anymore. 
62. I did not have a good Physical Education program in elementary school. 
72. I had good Physical Education in junior high school. 
86. Physical Education class is a waste of time in improving health. 
95 . I haven't got enough coordination to participate in Physical Education cl?.sses. 
Social Factors 
63 . I do not like:: co-educational Physical Education classes (males and females 
combined). 
75. My father/guardian encourages me more than my mother/guardian to take 
Physical Education. 
85 . Physical Education classes are poor in chances to learn how to get along with 
other people. 
88. Meeting and playing with others in some Physical Education activity is fun. 
99. \Ve spenJ too much time on testing sport skills in Physical Education class. 
48. 
-., ) __ 
53. 
57. 
73 . 
Teaching .Methodology 
The teaching methods in Physical Education class make the class enjoyable. 
There are too many written tests in Physical Education dasses. 
I don't get to play enough in Physical Education class. 
Physical Education classes are too physically demanding. 
I think Physical Education classes have too much competition. 
Timetable Conflicts 
66. Physical Education conflicts with another subject that l prefer to take 
161 
76. I take Physical Education because it raises my overall average on my report card. 
77. Physical Education conflicts with another course which is required for 
graduation. 
92. Ifl have to make a choice between an academic course and Physical Education. 
then I would choose Physical Education because it gives me a much needed break 
from the academics 
97. I do not take Physical Education because it conflicts with another course I need 
for post secondary education. 
Gender Discrimination 
55. Females get all the attention in Physical Education class. 
64. Females are often the last to be picked when playing teams sports. 
S I. Females often complain when they don't play the sports they like. 
100. Females are often left out of the p:ay especially playing teams sporu such as 
basketbail or volleyball. Males have a tendency to pass the baH to males. 
10 L I would rather take Physical Education classes that only have males in one class 
and females in the other. 


